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PREFACE

The following is the results of a curriculum study at the

Tennessee School for the Blind during the summer of 1969.
This project was funded through the Elementary and Second-
ary Act of 1965, Title I.

The guidelines which have been produced are to be taken as

a tentative framework from which the teacher will work.
They are not intended to be used as a complete guide to

teaching but to act as a tool for a continuous process of

upgrading and studying the curriculum.

We are not committed to any single educational approach.
We want to expose each student to whatever means necessary
to allow him to evaluate and utilize his greatest efforts.
The guidebooks have been designed to allow areas to be taken
out and new ones added so that the items suggested can be

validated

.

We hope this will be the first step in a perpetual study
that will allow us to place within the grasp of the visually
handicapped students of Tennessee the resources and materials
necessary for the development of full and productive life.

Clay Coble
Superintendent

Gary Coker
Principal
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PHILOSOPHY

The language arts dealing with the communication quadratic-

listening, speaking, reading, and writing—include the skills most

vital to the survival of civilization. Words are power. They expand

man's environment, conquering time and space, bringing to him the rich

heritage of the past and the dreams of the future as well as the im-

mediate challenge of world citizenship. Words create beauty, ideology,

and progress or discord and destruction. Words open doors of opportuni-

ty to self-realization and economic and social leadership. The one

factor found to be common among outstanding leaders in all fields of

endeavor is word power.

Words are symbolic representations of experiences and thought.

Since serious visual impairment limits both the horizon and the inte-

grative nature of experiences, one major goal of the residential school

should be to provide a rich core of meaningful life experiences to

stimulate thought and language development.

Language skills may be classified as receptive (listening and

reading) and expressive (speaking and writing), or as oral (listening

and speaking) and graphic (reading and writing). Although, for the

purpose of analysis within this guide, the language quadratic is broken

into its components, in actuality these components commingle or meld into

one function— communication.



Communication is both a tool and an art fundamental to all

areas of the school curriculum. Therefore, every member of the teach-

ing staff should become familiar with this guide and accept language

instruction as his responsibility within his area of work with the

students

.

Language development is an integral part of all classroom

activities. However, it is necessary to segregate language skills for

intensive instruction and practice. The language arts program must also

extend beyond the classroom to help the student deal effectively with the

various communication media that intertwine society today.

Serious visual impairment affects the process involved in the

perception of the graphic symbol. The educational program must be

organized to help each student discover and develop optimum efficiency

in the sensory media most effective for his various communicative needs.

The following objectives should give direction to the language

arts program:

1. To appreciate language as a symbolic representation of experience

2. To grow in the ability to abstract effectively and creatively one's

own experiences

3. To appreciate the origin, power and beauty of language

4. To learn to express one's thoughts accurately and effectively in

both spoken and written language



5. To appreciate and use effectively the nonverbal facets of communi-

cation

6. To broaden an appreciation of the various cultural aspects and

semantic implication of language

7. To appreciate our literary heritage

8. To utilize effectively all receptive media of communication

9. To access realistically one's communicative skills and to select

the media most efficient in terms of the desired goal

10. To gain understanding and skill in the language-thought process

11. To appreciate language as an universal thread that runs through all

cultures of man, a tool and an art that is characteristic only of

man





ORAL LANGUAGE

(Listening and Speaking)

Oral language is meaningful only insofar as it is an out-

growth of experience. The basic unit of language, the word, is a mere

symbol. That symbol has no meaning of itself. The meaning lies in the

mind of the individual who uses the word, and is derived from his experi-

ences. The word may never have exactly the same meaning twice. Its

meaning is cumulative, just as the individual's experiences are cumu-

lative. Therefore, the key to a more effective use of oral language is

a rich variety of meaningful, firsthand experiences.

Men, out of their deep need to communicate with each other,

created symbols, each of which grew to represent a commonly accepted

aspect of experience. As a result of this common agreement man has some

basis for communication in society. The word symbols become tools for

the expression of his thought processes. Through structured patterns of

speech he shares his ideas with others. Through listening he shares in

the experiences of others, extending, altering, and enriching his own.

Oral language cannot be isolated from the many daily activi-

ties. Through listening and speaking, the individual relates to his

environment, to his associates, and to society. The major portion of the

school day is spent in listening and speaking.

In this section of the guide an attempt has been made to ana-

lyze some of the component skills in these two aspects of communication

and to cite some types of activities through which these skills are



developed. The teacher should aim to help the student gain an insight

into the structural pattern of our spoken language as it has emerged

from man's desire to communicate. She should help him acquire skill in

using this tool and art in all areas of activity both in and out of the

classroom.

MAJOR OBJECTIVES

1. To achieve satisfaction and joy in the art of oral communication

2. To appreciate and use effectively the nonverbal aspects of

communication

3. To think and speak clearly and effectively

4. To think critically

5. To respect the opinions and modes of expression of others

6. To gain skill in the creative use of oral language

7. To appreciate various cultures and their literary heritage

8. To constantly refine skill in the use of oral language



ORAL LANGUAGE

PRIMARY

Although the child has established some form of communication

by the time he enters the first grade, he must be provided with numer-

ous opportunities and a variety of activities to improve his speech

skills. It is our rule as teachers to create an atmosphere of openness

in which the individual child will be free to tap his experiences and

thoughts in order to communicate their value to others. Teachers must

direct the significant expression of the continuum of spiral growth.

The teacher should create conditions within the classroom that encourage

every child to feel free to speak in many kinds of social and intellec-

tual situations.

Since listening is one of the major channels through which the

child without vision interprets his environment , the educational program

should include many opportunities for developing skill in auding.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. To share in rich and varied experiences that stimulate a desire to

communicate

2. To find pleasure through increasing communication with others

3. To develop standards for courteous, effective listening

4. To acquire a meaningful vocabulary through varied experiences and

skill development

5. To listen imaginatively



6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

To listen for specific learning purposes

To acquire acceptable language patterns

To develop the desire and ability to participate in group dis-

cussion

To achieve a feeling of self-importance and group-acceptance that

will foster poise and ease in verbal interraction

To recognize sequence of ideas

CONTENT

Skills Activities

I. Listening

passively

Give quiet attention during conversation

time for group.

Give quiet attention during storytime, with

no outward response.

Listen to music during rest time.

II. Determining when to

become personally

involved

Follow simple directions when specified by

name: "John, shut the door."

Follow directions when involvement is

indicated by nearness of speaker. Teacher

or leader of game stands immediately in

front of child when giving direction, but

does not call name.



Skills Activities

Follow directions when involvement is indi-

cated by membership in a designated group,

such as "all the boys," or "everyone."

Play games involving simple verbal re-

sponses :

Leader: I can hop, what can you do?

(response)

III. Identifying and Respond to sound signals, such as whistle

interpreting sounds for attention on play area, tap of bell for

attention in classroom.

Play sound game. Teacher makes a certain

sound and calls on child to identify it.

Child who can identify it becomes leader.

Use such sounds as: tapping a glass,

closing desk drawer, clapping hands, tap-

ping two forks together, closing book,

closing window or door.

Identify household sounds on "Sounds About

Us" (record, first grade).

Identify animal sounds from "Sounds About



Skills Activities

Us" or sounds made by children who imitate

animals

.

Class listen quietly for two minutes and

then finds out who heard the most sounds

that he can identify.

Class participates in taping various sounds

Then share with another class to see how

many they can identify.

Listen to records, such as "Muffin in the

Country" and "Muffin in the City," to

identify sounds.

Respond rhythmically to rhythm records.

Respond appropriately to high or low note

sounded on piano. Stretch tall for high,

and stoop for low.

Count number of claps , number of taps on

bell.

Identifying individual who makes announce-

ment on the PA system.

10



Skills Activities

Play "Hot or Cold." Object is hidden while

"It" is out of room. Teacher or group clap

loudly as "It" gets closer to object and

softly if he gets farther away.

Play "Mystery Steps." All except the leader

hide eyes. Leader tiptoes to certain place

in room. Then he walks very audibly to

another place in the room. The person who

can identify the mystery steps by saying,

"You went from the to the ,"

becomes the leader.

Listen to identify familiar songs played on

the piano.

Listen to identify musical instruments.

Listen to identify bird songs.

Listen to a series of sound effects , then

make up a story about them.

IV. Distinguishing Play "Clap, Clap." Teacher or leader gives

similarities and pair of words, such as "boy--ball." If

11



Skills Activities

differences in

word sounds

words begin with same sound, pupils clap

twice. (Rhyming words may be used in same

manner
.

)

Find the lost word. Teacher gives four

words--all but one beginning with the same

sound. Child identifies the word that is

different as the lost word.

Listen to short rhyme or poem. Child raises

hand when he hears a rhyming word:

"I met a toad on the road."

"See the hen in the pen."

Students can help make these up.

Play "Filling Santa's Pack" (or any

seasonal adaptation) . Each player must

name an article beginning with the de-

signated sound if he wants to help fill the

pack.

Listen to Dr. Seuss stories.

Complete sentences by giving word that

begins with same sound as first word.

12



Skills Activities

Example: Bees (buzz).

Flowers . Crows .

Balls ----.

Play "Riddle-a-Rhyme" (a lotto game that

can be brailled) . There are six playing

boards and 48 riddles or rhymes , such as

:

It ' s made of wood

And rhymes with hat.

To hit a ball

You need a .

V. Recognizing main Complete the thought by filling in a blank

idea left by the teacher: The man had walked a

long way. He was very tired. He was glad

to get home where he could . Answer

to riddle.

Play "Yes, No, Maybe." Teacher or leader

gives a sentence that may be true or not.

Pupil responds with "yes," "no," or "maybe"

Our feet are on the end of our hands

.

You have one head.

Your arm does not bend.

13



Skills Activities

The floor is moving.

Horses, cows, and ducks all have four legs.

Make up a good title for a story or

paragraph.

Select from sentences the one that is the

best summary statement for a passage read

to class or listened to on tape.

VI. Recognizing as- Play word association game. Teacher or

sociation of ideas leader gives a word, calls on pupil, and

starts counting to ten. Pupil must respond

with some associated word before leader gets

to ten. Play "Fish, Fowl, Animal" or any

variation of this game.

Play "Find My Partner." Leader gives the

key word. Example: apple. Then he gives

three words , only one of which is associ-

ated with the key word (example: drink,

eat, sleep). Pupil must identify the as-

sociated word as the partner.

Identify sense associated with phrases

14



Skills Activities

such as the following: chocolate candy

cooking, cabbage boiling, red-hot iron,

something soft and furry, blast of music,

buzz of voices, lemon slices, steaming hot

coffee, chilly night, lovely yellow flowers

VII. Detecting irrele- Play "Find the Lost Word." Leader gives

vance group of four words , one of which has no

association with the others. Students

locates that word.

Play "Thumbs Down." Teacher reads (or has

recorded) sentences some of which contain

one or more words that are misplaced or

ridiculous. Players turn thumbs down when

they hear such a sentence and tell what is

wrong. Example: The birds swam through

the air

.

Select the misplaced sentence or character

that has been included in a paragraph re-

corded or read by the teacher.

Listen to own stories or reports that have

15



Skills

VIII. Recognizing

sequence

Activities

been taped and locate any irrevelant

portions

.

Listen to find out what happened first;

last

After listening to a story, tell whether

certain things happened before or after a

given event

,

Raise hand each time a new character appears

in a story being read.

List the characters as they appeared in the

story.

Plan to dramatize a story in sequence.

Arrange a group of objects or pictures in

the order in which they appeared in the

story.

Play a game of following directions.

Leader may give a sequence of directions.

The number within the sequence will vary

with maturity of children. For example:

16



Skills Activities

Stand up. Put one hand on your head and

one behind you. Then squat down. Sit

down. Cross you right knee over your left.

Close your left eye.

Reproduce a rhythmic pattern that has been

clapped.

Listen to, and retell the steps in a

science experiement, a game, or some process

studied in social studies.

Play singing games , such as : "Farmer in the

Dell," "Old McDonald Had a Farm," "The Wheels

on the Bus," "The Mulberry Bush."

Play "Going to Boston." First player says,

"I am going to Boston and I will take a .'

Each successive player repeats the sentence

including in sequence all the items mentioned

previously, and then adds his own.

IX. Selecting and Listen to sentence or very short paragraph

retaining details to find answer to simple factual question,

such as: "What color was the house?"

17



Skills Activities

Listen to story to find answer to a specific

question for which personally responsible.

Each child has been asked to find the answer

to a different question.

Respond with correct sound each time a de-

signated animal appears in the story being

read. Each child may be assigned one of the

animals in the story, "The Gingerbread Boy."

Each time the animal is mentioned he makes

the sound for that animal.

Demonstrate action word each time it appears

in a story. Each child might be assigned a

different word for which to listen.

Select from a display of objects one that

was mentioned in the story and tell how it

was used.

List all the properties needed for drama-

tizing a story.

Play "What Is Lost?" Group of objects is

named by teacher or leader. Then the list

18



Skills Activities

is repeated with one omitted. Pupil

discovers the lost object.

Work on a listening team. Teacher divides

class into teams. Each team is to listen

for a different set of facts. For example,

in social studies one team might listen for

objects in which glass would be used, another

for objects requiring wood, and a third team

for objects using metal.

Listen to taped reference material to get

details for an assigned report or for some

project he has chosen.

Listen to verbal problems in arithmetic to

select the key words and facts.

Tally, as a story is being read, the number

of times a certain name or object is mention-

ed. (For braille tally use dots 4-5-6.)

Play detective. Listen to two accounts of

same incident given by two witnesses. Dis-

cover the details that differ in the two

reports.

19



Skills Activities

Indicate each time a recurring theme is

heard in music. Teacher and class hear

and discuss theme. Then play the record

and indicate each time it is heard. Repeat

at other times to note improvement in de-

tecting the theme. (Beethoven's 3rd, 5th,

and 9th symphonies are good.)

Play "Gossip." Whispered statement passed

from one to another until told aloud by last

player. Demonstrates need for careful

listening

.

Participate in a hearing bee. Class is

divided into two teams. Items are given

alternately as in spelling bee. Leader

gives group of words and then asks a question

requiring the team member to recall one of

the words. For example, the leader might say;

"Jack, play, automobile, green. Which word

is a boy's name?" "Maple, rhinocerous , happy,

petunia. Which is the name of an animal?"

X. Interpreting mood Listen to story and indicate in some

20



Skills Activities

designated manner each time he hears a

happy word, a sad word. Indicate by means

of a smile or a frown, a soft clap or hands

down on table, some expression such as "ah"

or "aw."

Select from sentences read by the teacher

the word in each sentence that shows the

feeling or mood.

Listen to story to select the funniest, the

saddest, the most exciting part.

Describe how certain character types in the

story make one feel. Examples: the witch,

the fairy, the elves.

Listen to a recorded paragraph or one that

is read to find all the words that make one

feel cool, afraid, restful.

Listen to Prokofieff's "Peter and the Wolf."

Discover and discuss the theme for each

character. Decide why that theme is appro-

priate--how each theme makes you feel.

21



Skills Activities

Listen to identify the themes as they appear.

Discuss the moods of the music. Compare the

sound of a happy duck with that of a fright-

ened duck.

Describe the change in mood and meaning

caused by varying the tone and word emphasis

while reading: "Well, thank you." "Some

friend you are." "Johnny is so smart."

XI. Distinguishing fact, Play "Fact or Opinion." Class is divided

opinion, bias, into two groups. Leader reads statements,

exaggeration each of which is numbered. One group writes

down the numbers of all statements that are

fact and other group the numbers of those

that are opinion. Check and discuss

answers

:

"Water is wet."

"I think it will rain."

"We breathe air."

Listen to radio and TV or taped commercials

to discover exaggerations or bias to create

effect.

22



Skills Activities

XII. Inferring and

predicting

Listen to "tall tales" and select those

things that could not happen.

Listen to conversations of friends and

collect exaggerated statements made for

effect

:

hungry as a bear, cold as ice, could eat a

horse.

From the title of a story tell what it may

be about.

After hearing portion of story predict the

action to follow. Continue listening to

check.

From actions in a story or from certain facts

in a story decide whether a character is old

or young, rich or poor.

Complete a sentence by predicting action,

"The little boy lost his ball, so ."

Decide on probable cause for certain action

in story when cause is not fully stated.

23



Skills Activities

XIII. Appreciating types

of literature

XIV. Forming speech

sounds correctly

Listen to an incomplete story and compose

the ending.

Compose a sequel to a story read to class or

heard on tape

.

Listen to variety of good poems and stories.

Classify stories heard.

Listen to favorite stories to decide how best

to share them with classmates, other classes,

or friends

.

Learn the names of favorite authors. Select

other stories by those authors.

Invite outstanding radio, TV, or other

reader to read to class, or share an assembly

in which he reads to group.

Repeat rhymes, stories, and play games de-

signed to give practice in specific speech

sounds. (See Talking Time, Thompson, Scott

Foresman)

.

Imitate sounds such as the train (ch) , the

24



Skills Activities

motor (p) , the snake (s).

(Special problems should be referred to

speech teacher. Classroom teacher should

cooperate, but follow guidance of special-

ist.)

XV. Overcoming shyness Participate in choral reading,

and learning to

participate more

freely

Share something exciting about a pet , a

gift, or something that happened at home.

(Teacher must be alert to discover topics

that may draw out the timid child.)

Share an experience with teacher in a brief

conference time. (Teacher may need to

initiate this time. She must be warm and

responsive to the child's mood.)

Use puppets or flannel board as he tells

story. Follow at times by writing and read-

ing own story.

Participate in dramatizing stories.

Make a designated sound effect such as

25



Skills Activities

"trip-trap," or join in a repetitive

sentence such as, "I'll huff and I'll

puff ..." as teacher reads story.

XVI. Increasing mean-

ingful vocabulary

Repeat nursery rhymes.

Participate in making up class or individual

stories about pets, field trips, games.

Draw objects from a mystery bag. Examine

each one and see how many words can be used

to describe it.

Listen to sounds and decide on words to de-

scribe them, such as shrill, soft, bubbly,

tinkling.

Use jars containing various odors , such as

spices, coffee, vinegar. Identify smell;

use descriptive words; tell a story.

Play "Who's My Friend?" Teacher or child who

is leader gives one word such as "round."

Call on child, who gives some word he associ-

ates with "round" such as "ball."

26



Skills Activities

Classify words by listing all the things to

be put on the head, the hands, the desk.

Learn from the teacher's pattern of speech.

(Teacher deliberately uses the desired word

quite frequently as she talks with the group.

Children naturally begin to use it also.)

XVII. Using imaginative Play "What would you do if ?" Teacher

and creative expres- finishes the question in various ways such

sion as: "you found a five-dollar bill?

"you heard a baby crying?

"you met an elf?"

Use a fun box. Draw out object, such as

pony, cat, nickel, brush. Make up a story.

Use puppets for dramatic play.

Make up riddles and rhymes to share with

classmates

.

Play "Newsman." Student draws a card that

tells the event such as "ball game," "house

on fire." He pretends he is a news man re-

porting the event on the radio and describes

27



Skills Activities

XVIII. Using polite

speech

it to class.

Children dictate experiences or imaginative

stories to be made into a book.

Teacher begins story and different children

provide endings.

Group of children prepare oral dramatiza-

tion.

Role play. Students act out situations in

their room: receive a visitor; extend an

oral invitation; give directions telling a

friend how to go to a certain place; thank

someone personally; visit another classroom;

visit the principal.

Participate in the same situations when the

real opportunity arises or is planned.

Discuss and practice polite table conver-

sation.

XIX. Using good

organization

Take turns making announcements

28



Skills Activities

Make plans for a class trip, a party or

some other event.

Tell about some current event or some TV

program.

Explain how to play a game.

Retell stories.

Make up a story from a series of sound

effects heard on record or tape.

XX. Adjusting voice Participate in choral speaking, pledge to

to size of group flagj group singing. Blend voice with group

and type of acti- so that it is not too loud,

vity Share poems, stories, reports with parent

groups, another class, or in assembly.

Participate in setting standards for conduct

in corridors, assemblies, field trips, li-

braries. Evaluate self and class according

to these standards.

XXI. Achieving poise Teacher and pupils set standards for good

and good posture speaking and listening. Use standards for

29



Skills Activities

when speaking self-evaluation.

or listening
The following are suggestive of standards a

group might set

:

Speaking: Have something interesting to say.

Think before you speak. Look at audience.

Stand at ease. Finish speaking before going

to seat.

Listening: Listen courteously. Do not

interrupt. Do not disturb the speaker.

Keep your mind on what the speaker is saying.

Listen to all that he says. Ask clear ques-

tions if you are invited to do so.

Use tape recorder to record reports and

stories in order to evaluate self.

XXII. Appreciating Share with classmates stories and poems of

various kinds of special interest.

literature
Dramatize favorite stories.

Discuss elements of interest in various types

of literature: rhythm and rhyme of poetry;

30



Skills Activities

pleasing sound of words, as in Dr. Seuss

stories; dialect; excitement.

Classify stories as fanciful, adventure,

tall tales.

XXIII. Appreciating Share stories of other countries: pets,

various cultures homes, work, holidays.

Listen to records of music and dances from

other countries. Learn a French song.

Invite a foreign or Indian child to visit

classroom.

Play "dress up" as children of other lands.

List ways people from other countries are

just like us. List ways they are different

and why. (For example why there are differ-

ent holidays .

)

31



ORAL LANGUAGE

UPPER ELEMENTARY

To further refine oral communication as the student progresses

through upper elementary level, emphasis should be upon listening accu-

rately and discriminately and on attaining assurance in speaking, with

greater skill in the control of voice.

Another significant factor in building an effective program

for oral expression is direct instruction in the skills, knowledge, and

abilities that should be mastered to a fair degree upon completion of

the sixth grade.

Such a program must provide an adequate background for the

fostering of oral communication which will enable the student to live

harmoniously in an atmosphere of mutual understanding.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1

.

To increase participation in oral activities

2. To engage in experiences to broaden communication

3. To become aware of the joys of communication with others

4. To develop poise during oral communication

5. To gain skills in organizing sequence of ideas in narrative and

explanatory material

6. To develop effective techniques of speaking for the purpose of hold-

ing the listener's interest

32



7. To learn the importance of voice control and correct pronunciation

8. To understand verbal symbols relative to conveying the fullest

meaning during exchange of ideas

9. To gain confidence, ease, and naturalness in speaking

10. To understand responsibilities of speaker and listener

11. To know the importance of courteous listening for effective group

relationship

12. To listen attentively for the purpose of responding appropriately

13. To understand the elements of English grammar

14. To become aware of formal and informal speaking

15. To gain ability to give careful and constructive criticism of

others and of self

CONTENT

Skills Activities

I. Organizing and

presenting an

orderly speech

Have children submit interesting topic

sentences to the group. Choose the most

interesting ones and let pupils present

extemporaneous speeches

.

Trace the stages of development and growth

in the life of a frog.

After the pupils read a story silently,

33



Skills Activities

present a list of scrambled events pertain-

ing to the story read. Let the pupils un-

scramble the events as they tell the story

orally.

Outline the sequence of events in an infor-

mative article. Use this outline to bring

forth details as the student summarized the

article before the group.

Have students explain to the group the exact

order of the steps in an experiment per-

formed during a science lesson.

Discuss and plan as a group how to organize

a speech.

Explain why climate affects the way in which

people live (or some cause-effect relation-

ship from the social studies area)

.

II. Gaining skills in Have a pupil repeat directions for class

effective structur- assignment. Be certain this activity fosters

ing of oral Ian- definite, descriptive language usage.

guage
Read a paragraph containing a sentence that

34



Skills Activities

Descriptive and fig- is not in harmony with the context. Have

urative words and the pupils tell why the sentence should not

phrases be contained within the paragraph.

Variety of sentence

patterns

D.

Paragraphing in

thought

Patterns of cour-

teous speech

Tape a child's report. During play-back

listen for words that are used several times,

and discuss using substitute words for vari-

ety and interest.

Through dramatic play, introduce another

child to a parent, a child to another child,

or the parent to the teacher.

Act as host or hostess when another class

visits the classroom to observe a special

project. Reflect a warm hospitality

through speech.

III. Evaluating and

making critical

analysis of speak-

ing and listening

Pupils list standards for good listening,

such as : Listen attentively while someone

else is talking. Put away things that might

disturb.

Each student makes individual check list to

determine if he is following the standards
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Skills Activities

set forth by the group.

Have a poem read or recited by a pupil. Let

the class discuss critically the rhythm and

inflections used by the speaker.

Make rules for a good conversationalist.

Note topics one may use when speaking with

a visitor. Permit and encourage others to

have a part in the conversation.

Charts can be made showing standards for good

speaking while making reports , making intro-

ductions , or conversing at the lunch table.

Evaluate the use of these standards in the

varied situations.

Make constructive criticism of a social

studies report relative to the organizing

of the material, the vocabulary used, and

the main ideas set forth in proper sequence.

Have tryouts for characters in a play, and

let the pupils give reasons for selecting

the roles in the play.
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Skills Activities

Listen to a radio newscast and follow with

a discussion involving what might have been

facts and what might have been opinions of

the newscaster.

IV. Engaging in Tell experience stories drawn from vacations,

experiences to field trips , or pets

.

encourage parti-

cipation in oral

communications

;

gaining enjoyment Retell an interesting incident from a story

from listening read in a book or magazine.

Listen to records that will elicit conver«

sation and dramatizations

.

and speaking
Discuss favorite T.V. programs, as "Lassie".

Discuss weather reports heard on radio or

T.V.

Use interesting exhibits, bulletin boards,

or displays to stimulate interest which will

lead toward conversation and discussion.

Explain rules of a game that the pupil

especially enjoys and wishes to share with

others.
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Skills

V. Presenting a pleas'

ing physical ap-

pearance before a

group

A. Gestures

B. Facial expres-

sions

C. Posture

D. Freedom from

mannerisms

Activities

Organize a club, letting students make

nomination speeches before elections.

Make reports on current events that appeal

to the pupil and that he wishes to share

with others

.

Demonstrate through the use of facial

expressions the types of moods, as, happy,

sad, or serious moods.

Discuss reasons for learning facial expres-

sions to match the mood of speaking.

Dramatize a favorite story or poem. Tell

what body movements were used by some of

the characters.

Discuss and list good standards for

posture and poise during speaking.

Have a joke session. Examine your facial

features while laughing, smiling, and being

"straight-faced."

Compare the differences of lip position and
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Skills Activities

muscle action of the face during these

actions

.

Have the partially sighted pupils practice

speaking before a mirror to observe their

physical appearance.

Dramatize a scene from the life of an

explorer of the new world, as Columbus.

Let those with roles evaluate their "stage"

appearance in contrast to evaluation from

the group. Then discuss ways of improvement.

Invite a resource person from a radio or T.V.

station who will emphasize need of pleasing

physical appearance while speaking.

VI. Achieving good Explain how to do something or make something,

interaction as: how to make a bed, how to bake biscuits,

between speaker or how to assemble a model car.

and listener
Give directions to reach a given destina-

tion, as: tell a friend how to find your

dormitory or how to locate the nearest drug-

store.
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Skills Activities

Let two pupils present a two-minute skit

using the telephone. Then have the group

make a list of courtesy rules for using the

telephone

.

Follow specific directions, as: "Hop on

one foot," or, "Go to the principal's office

and deliver a message to him. Then mail

these letters."

Tape a conversation at the lunch table.

After playback, have pupils tell what

constitutes a good luncheon conversation.

Have child repeat directions for the class

assignment.

Listen to a record to reinforce auditory

discrimination relative to tone and quality

of voice of the speaker, pronunciation, and

enunciation.

Tape the children's evaluation of the record

played. Replay the tape to let the children

evaluate their individual voices and diction,
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Skills

VII. Extending and

under s tanding

new vocabulary

Activities

Use role playing of situations children

identify as important.

Groups of children develop creative

dramatic activities.

Form student discussion groups, using current

issues important to the children.

Select a name word. Let pupils use a dif-

ferent describing word with the name word in

a sentence.

Read a story. Discuss new and unfamiliar

words and phrases. Make sentences with new

words to reinforce understandings.

Listen to a record of a short story or poem

or song. Discuss colloquialisms and words

that add interest to the selection.

Read an article. Reread, substituting words,

as "gallop" or "scamper" for the word "run."

Begin a "round-robin" narrative or tall tale.

Each pupil contributes to the development of
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Skills Activities

the tale. Use some beginnings as: "At the

fair ," or, "On my first space flight

Have children identify and discuss differ-

ent meanings of the "same" word, (for

example: fast). Utilize dictionary as

appropriate.

Discuss parts of speech as a way of class-

ifying words . Think of other ways that can

be used for classifying words.

Discuss classification of nouns from specific

to general. How many specific nouns can be

listed that relate to a general noun.

Discuss classification of verbs.
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WRITTEN LANGUAGE

(Writing and Spelling)

Written language is a natural outgrowth of, and develops

concurrently with, oral language. Man developed graphic symbols to

represent his thoughts and ideas when he felt the need to communicate

across the barriers of time and space. The student is motivated to

write when he wishes to preserve his ideas in order to share them with

someone else at a future time or with someone in a different place.

Sometimes an individual writes creatively with no idea of sharing his

work with another person. He merely wants to transcend time. He expe-

riences the satisfaction of capturing his feelings and ideas , knowing

that he can refer to them as he desires and relive the present experi-

ence.

The rich background of experience, the thinking skills, and

the understanding of the structural aspects of language that are basic

to oral expression are also essential in written communication. In

addition, there are skills unique to the graphic representation of

thought. There must be the correct association of letter symbol to

sound with the patterning of sequence to form a word. Not only must

that symbol be identified by letter name, but it must also be formed

correctly. When using the medium of braille, the individual must fre-

quently form an additional association between symbol and a group of

letters involving more than one vocal sound.
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Written communication also necessitates the use of graphic

symbols to replace expressive qualities of the voice, such as tone

change, inflection, and pause. Therefore, the writer must employ the

various punctuation marks and format, such as paragraphing or the poet-

ic line.

This section of the guide deals primarily with the written

word, although pictures form another channel for written communication.

Reading, which is the receptive aspect of written language, is treated

in another section.

MAJOR OBJECTIVES

1. To experience the satisfaction of expressing ideas in written form

in order to share them with others

2. To know the joy of writing creatively to express mood, feeling,

and beauty

3. To appreciate the written expression of others

4. To form accurately and legibly the basic symbols for written

expression

5. To build a basic spelling vocabulary and gain insight into patterns

to guide in spelling new words

6. To learn to use the punctuation and format necessary to convey the

desired meaning
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WRITING EQUIPMENT

Brail ler - -This machine should be the child's first tool for writing

braille because it is suitable for his degree of muscular development.

It also discourages reversal problems. The child's writing flows from

left to right. He can check his work immediately, perceiving the char-

acters in their correct position for reading.

Slate and stylus—For the person using braille, the slate and stylus

are the quietest and most portable writing equipment. The pupil should

appreciate these advantages as he takes brief notes on a field trip,

from a speaker, a recording, or a live reader. Usually the child of

eight or nine has sufficient muscular control to handle this tool

successfully. However, as in all learning, maturational patterns differ

and physical readiness must be considered. The child of eight or nine

is usually eager for new skills and should have the opportunity to learn

to use the slate and stylus at this time. A high degree of efficiency

with this tool is realized only through practice. Throughout the grades

the child should be encouraged to increase his skill.

Pencil and pen - -The child with sufficient vision uses the pencil from

the outset. This child will probably find manuscript most suitable for

his visual needs. The braille reader should also, at the appropriate

time for him, master the pencil to the extent that he can sign his name

and make brief notations. The individual who is blind will probably

find cursive writing easier than manuscript because of its continuous
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kinesthetic pattern. All students should learn cursive writing at some

time during their school program.

Typewriter - -Every student should have the opportunity to become fairly

accurate in typing before he leaves school. The typewriter affords the

most effective means of communication with sighted people.

Ta c t i 1 e alphabets—As aids for learning letter formation alphabet cards

may be constructed using flocking, string, wire, pipe cleaners or thin

ropes of clay to form the letters.

Engraved writing boards —The student uses a wooden stylus to trace with-

in the grooves until he gets the kinesthetic impression of the letter

formation.

Braille pegboards --Such boards may be helpful to the child having some

difficulty with the formation of braille characters.

Screen boards—A piece of window screen can be fastened to a card or

other flat surface. Place a fairly thin paper over the screen. Use a

wax crayon to write on the paper. The result can be easily distinguish-

ed tactually.
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PRIMARY GRADES





WRITTEN LANGUAGE

PRIMARY

During the primary school years the child has an increasing

number of needs for writing. He learns to write his name in order to

identify the pictures he makes and his personal belongings. As other

needs arise he learns to manage his writing equipment and to form the

words he needs to use. The growth pattern begins slowly and, although

often characterized by spurts and plateaus
,
progresses generally in a

broadening and spiralling continuum. By the end of the third grade most

children will be writing with a fair degree of skill and independence.

Guidance in learning to write should constantly be geared to

the maturity of the individual child and his emerging needs for the

various skills of communication.

Spelling in the first school year is an integral part of the

language experience vocabulary development. As the pupil extends his

experiences, he feels the need for an ever-increasing spelling vocabu-

lary. He learns the words common to his group, but also has individual

needs according to his own growth, keeping his own independent list of

words. He needs to develop the most effective method for mastering

those words

.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. To learn to make all letters

2. To write words, sentences, and paragraphs
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3. To develop skill, speed, and ease in writing

4. To observe in detail material to be copied or proofread

5. To develop originality and creativity in writing

6. To gain skill in manuscript and cursive writing

7. To achieve the mechanics of writing, such as correct sentence

structure, capitalization, and punctuation

8. To use accurately the braille contractions commensurate with his

developmental level

9. To become conscious of the importance of correct spelling

10. To form habits of working independently, asking for help when

needed, and accepting constructive criticism

11. To recognize consonant and vowel sounds, initial and final sounds,

and consonant blends

12. To be able to use words meaningfully in written and oral communi-

cation

13. To spell the designated words for the respective grades

14. To know spelling words in full spelling, as well as in contracted

form

CONTENT

Skills Activities

I. Forming letters Use peg board for braille letters.

correctly
Use engraved wood boards

.
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Skills Activities

Copy printed letters.

Write letter as teacher gives its sound.

Practice component parts of letters: Make

circles and perpendicular straight lines.

Make curves and join to perpendicular lines

Make circles and join to perpendicular

lines

.

II. Writing words,

sentences , and

paragraphs

Write names: child's own, teacher's,

mother's, father's, sister's, pet's--also

objects and materials in classroom.

Write about home or school experiences;

read the experiences.

Write letters.

Prepare reports and diaries.

Write labels, signs, and posters.

Give directions and explanations.

Write labels, signs, and posters.

Write reviews and summaries

.
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Skills Activities

Take notes

Make outlines.

Write invitations.

List plans for field trips.

Make booklets

.

j

III. Developing skill, Pupil writes name correctly and places it

speed, and ease properly on paper.

in writing
Pupil checks own work to see if all words

are written and spelled correctly.

Group sets standards for self-evaluation,

such as: Put title on each paper. Leave

margin. Write legibly. Form letters

correctly. Make work neat. Finish on time,

Pupils look at one another's sentences to

check beginning capital and end punctua-

tion.

IV. Writing simple Write invitations to a class program,

friendly letters
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Skills

V.

when given some

guidance in spa-

cing for heading

Observing in

details material

to be copied or

proofread

Activities

Write notes of appreciation for a program

or some other favor.

Copy simple material integrated with writ-

ing practice.

Use "Copycat Cards." Each card will have

master sentence. Under this sentence will

be an incorrectly copied version of it.

Child is to list each mistake and to write

it correctly on his paper. A list of

answers will be on the back of each card

for self-checking. Finally, the child will

copy the master sentence correctly.

Practice general proofreading of various

kinds of written work.

Exchange papers for team approach in check-

ing work. Partners check work for each other

and share their evaluations. (May be ini-

tated with precise work, such as spelling

and math; progress to evaluation of para-

graphs .

)
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Skills Activities

Practice checking own work with answer

sheets, word lists, other copy.

Check work against written instructions to

determine if directions were followed accu-

rately.

Teacher will write short paragraphs using

nonsense words and have students copy them.

The closing of the story can be left open for

children to expand the ideas and write their

own endings

.

Teacher sets up a system of coding mistakes

on student's papers. Mark each particular

kind of mistake with a certain symbol. Ask

student to study sentences or words coded

and to answer two questions: How are these

alike? Do they need to be changed?

VI. Writing creatively (Teacher gives minimum supervision—no stress

on form and spelling.) Use centers in room

to stimulate ideas for creativity. For

tactual stimulation use such things as fur,
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Skills Activities

ripe pineapple, cactus plant, catcher's

mitt, boy and dog; for visual stimulation,

pictures and posters. Book folders may

suggest titles for original writings:

"Funny Stories," "What I Discovered,"

"What Happened When. . .

," or may raise such

questions as; What is it like to --

ride a merry-go-round?

roll down a hill?

hold a baby?

hear a sad story?

laugh?

Listen to creative literature: poetry,

stories, tall tales, beautiful description,

Listen to expressive music and taped sound

effects to stimulate expression.

Keep a class or individual work bank of de-

scriptive words.

Plan programs to share creative work with

one another and with another class.
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Skills Activities

Use chart on which teacher has printed a

list of questions, such as: How does it

feel to ride on an elevator? What does

city traffic sound like? What does it

sound like to bite into fresh celery? How

does it feel to bite into ice cream?

Use a "What If" box in which teacher has

placed braille and print phrases to stimu-

late thought.

Make up and write tall tales.

Use a beginning sentence given by teacher

to stimulate ideas for tall tales or other

types of creativity.

VII. Using self-help Teacher will arrange a writing center with

aids to improve charts showing correct manuscript and

manuscript and cursive forms; chart or cards containing

cursive writing braille and matching cursive letters formed

with string, pipe cleaners, Elmer's glue, or

other tactual materials; engraved writing

board with wooden stylus; raised line paper.
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Skills Activities

VIII. Using correct

sentence struc-

ture, capitaliza-

tion, and punctu-

ation

Basic Skills

in Capitalization

Use capitals for begin-

ning sentences; names of

people, places and things;

pronoun "I"; Mr., Mrs.,

Miss, Dr.; first word of

each line of a poem;

names of days ; names of

months ; each word in names

of streets , cities , states
,

titles of plays, stories,

songs

.

Provide a practice time when students goes

to center or brings equipment to his desk

to practice on his own needs.

Teacher will make a bank, using sentences

or lists of sentences. Have student select

sentence that has correct capitalization

and punctuation.

Have list of correct forms so he can check

himself or be checked by classmates.

Present sentences for pupils to capitalize

and punctuate.
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Skills Activities

Basic Skills

in Punctuation

Use periods at ends of

sentences , after abbrevi-

ations . Use question

marks at end of questions.

Use exclamation marks for

strong feeling. Use commas

to set off terms of direct

address, to separate words

in series , between numbers

for date of day and year;

colon to separate hours

and minutes

.

IX. Use braille

contractions

accurately

(This skill will be an integral part of the

entire curriculum and will be emphasized in

all subject areas.)

X. Recognizing

consonant and

vowel sounds

Play "I'm Going to Boston." Each child

names an object which begins with a desig-

nated sound. The game can be collective as

it progresses, or it can be carried to allow
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Skills Activities

the child to "go" if his word begins with

the correct sound.

Use a box filled with small objects. Make

print or braille word cards corresponding

to the objects. Children will identify and

classify consonants and vowels.

Listen to phonics records for vowel sounds

and consonant blends. Complete sentences

by choosing words with correct vowel sound,

such as: The cat sat on the (rig, rag, rug)

XI. Recognizing ini- Read a paragraph and point out initial and

tial and final final sounds.

sounds
Recognize sounds in poems, "Weekly Readers,"

and fun books. As teachers read list of

word pairs (bat--Ted, sit--fat) tell which

words begin or end with same letter.

XII. Using new words Listen to sounds and list descriptive

to express ideas words: trilling, bubbling, swishing,

in writing splashing, crashing, gushing.
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Skills Activities

Write a creative paragraph, using a given

list of words

.

Keep a list of spelling words and review by

writing the words in sentences.

Complete sentences requiring choice of best

descriptive word.

XIII. Spelling correctly Learn to spell short, easy words found in

words for other reading materials. Use the words when need

areas of curric- arises in independent writing. Follow

ulum directions given in spelling text.

Learn to spell words needed in all areas of

curriculum, such as: taking notes, making

outlines filling in forms, writing stories

about field trips.

Keep individual or class vocabulary lists

of new words in science and social studies.

XIV. Knowing the full Write both forms when taking a spelling

spelling of fre- test.

quently used

braille forms

:

Play spelling games : Pupils draw for cards
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Skills Activities

can, do, go, like, not,

so, will, it, be, in,

and, for, with, the, ed,

ing , er , ar , of

.

with contracted form and give full spelling

Fill in sentences with words containing the

designated braille contraction, for example

"ought" words.

- B -

but, have, that, us, it,

you, as, day, father,

here , mother , name , one

,

part, some, time, had,

his, was, by, en, ow, st,

ch , sh.

- C -

go, every, just, more,

people, quite, rather,

know, right, under, young,

word, these, there, ought,

where, were, about, again,

after, across, also,

almost, always, because,

before, beside, could,
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Skills Activities

friend, first, himself,

letter, o'clock, paid,

quick, said, today,

tonight, which, still,

child, this, shall, out,

ble , ou, gh , th , wh.
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UPPER ELEMENTARY GRADES



WRITTEN LANGUAGE

UPPER ELEMENTARY

It is necessary for children to acquire skills in oral ex-

pression before written expression can become an essential part of

their total communication. Written language involves many mechanical

skills to aid expression. Therefore, a systematic instructional pro-

gram in these specialized skills is important for effective writing.

A feeling of security in the functional use of writing skills

enhances the pupils' natural desire to do creative writing.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. To develop an appreciation for well-written material

2. To strengthen knowledge of the principles of functional grammar

3. To further enrich and extend vocabulary for more effective written

communication

4. To develop skills in paragraph building

5. To organize compositions to improve style and form

6. To use reference sources to gain information for enriching written

material

7. To become interested in creative writing through experiences that

will arouse imaginative thinking

8. To improve quality of hand writing relative to uniformity and

legibility of letters

9. To know and use the braille code correctly
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10. To learn how to write name in cursive writing and manuscript form

by the completion of the sixth grade. (This objective to be

achieved by both partially-sighted and blind students.)

11. To apply correct spelling in all written communication

CONTENT

Skills Activities

I. Developing mechanics Make a shoebox data center as a cumulative

of writing and using project for parts of speech. Place name

grammar correctly of part of speech at top of each of eight

A. Punctuation cards. List words in proper categories as

B. Capitaliza- need arises, as:

tion NOUN, carbon dioxide.

C. Parts of

speech

D. Minutes of

meetings

E. Book reports

Adjective Game: Pupil selects a card with

an adjective listed on it, then writes on

separate paper the comparative forms for

that adjective, as big, bigger, biggest.

Conduct a class meeting. Let each pupil

write minutes of the meeting. Have pairs of

pupils evaluate each other's work. Then

groups take turns reporting evaluations of

the minutes.
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Skills Activities

Plan as a group the format for writing a

book report. Within a two-week period, have

each child hand in a written book report,

following this format.

Present a list of words in scrabled form.

By each word, give a clue as to classification,

Pupils reassemble the words. Example:

s-o-h-r-e noun, (horse).

Have a writing center which includes guides

for manuscript and cursive writing and braille

contractions. Child uses this center to

improve writing skills as the child sees the

need.

II. Building sentences Correlate work with typing, which is being

and writing para- initiated with 6th grade pupils.

graphs

A. Subject and

predicate

B. Interesting

and descrip-

tive words

Word Scramble Game: Present a list of basic

words. Teams make as many complete sentences

as possible. (There may be two or three

teams.) All pupils act as judges to evaluate

sentence structure.
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Skills Activities

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

Indentation

and margins

Four kinds of

sentences

Present a list of verbs, as ran, hurried,

fled, strutted, strolled, scampered, limped,

danced, stalked. Use each word in a sentence

telling of different people, animals, or

Topic sentences objects crossing a field.

Proper sequence

Conversations in

paragraph form

In paragraph form, using quotation marks,

write an imaginary telephone conversation

between a boy and his girl friend.

One team names a subject. The opposing team

supplies a predicate. After word is written,

the child then tells how the word was used,

as "flower" tells what, "blooms" tell what

the flower did.

Write a few paragraphs about a personal

experience. Let pupil evaluate punctuation

marks used in the paragraphs

.

Compose sentences that include ideas and

words showing movement

.

Present a scrambled list of the names of the

days of the week or months of the year

.
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Skills Activities

Unscramble them by writing them in proper

order of sequence.

List 3 or 4 scrambled sentences of a para-

graph, one under the other. Pupils then re-

arrange and join sentences to make a para-

graph .

III. Organizing written Read short story. Pupils submit titles for

material the story. Group selects most suitable and

A. Topic sentences "catchy" titles.

B. Main idea and

supporting

ideas

C. Sequence of

events Read a paragraph from social studies material

D. Outlinging Write the main idea found there.

Take notes as librarian conducts a guided

tour of library. Later, in classroom, dis-

cuss and compare notes.

E. Note-taking

F. Summarizing

G. Proofreading and

revising

H Making bibli-

ographies

Have pupil proofread a descriptive composi-

tion he has written to evaluate the organi-

zation of his material . Then let another

pupil proofread the composition. Let both do

revisions of the composition together.
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Skills Activities

Take notes at dormitory or home of duties

to be performed there. From these notes,

write a report.

Take notes of a T.V. documentary program that

correlates with social studies or science.

Write a summary of the program, using the

notes to help organize the summary.

Make outline of material read for science re-

port .

Have pupils read a short paragraph. In one

sentence, write the main idea.

Pupils do a cooperative outline of a famil-

iar story, as Hansel and Gretel . Each do

self-evaluation by comparing his outline with

a currect copy.

IV. Using reference Have librarian give pupils a guided tour

sources to locate through school library.

information for

enriching written

materials

Visit library frequently to check out books

or talking book records

.
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Skills Activities

A. Dictionaries

B. Encyclopedias

C. Libraries

D. Resource people

E. Community

resources

F. Almanacs

Invite a parent who has lived or visited in

other states or countries to share his ex-

periences with class.

Have one set of cards with new words writ-

ten on them, the second set with definitions

Match cards correctly, using dictionary to

confirm correct definition of word.

V. Being resourceful

in creative wri-

ting

A. Poetry

B. Tall tales

C. Stories

D. Letter-

writing--

Invite a member of a civic organization to

explain what services are rendered by his

group which result in living harmoniously in

a community.

Write to the Children's Museum, a local bakery,

or the Parthenon to arrange for a field trip.

Make a class book of pupils' writings of poems

and stories. Use these as free reading mate-

rial in classroom library.

Observe objects in a science exhibit. Write

a descriptive composition of an object ob-

served.

Each day examine a different object. Write
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Skills Activities

Business, observations about that particular object

Friendly, At end of week, make booklet of writings

Social notes entitled "Diary of Things I Noticed" or

E. Reports "Things That Appeal to Me."

F. Descriptive

material
Write an autobiography.

Write a dialogue for a scene from social

studies, as: "Columbus Asking the Queen for

Permission to Sail."

Compose a letter to a State Chamber of

Commerce asking for information concerning

that state.

Read or tell a story. Pupils will write an

original ending for the story.

Class suggest topics. Pupil will write a

story after selecting one of the topics.

Make a booklet entitled "What I Have Dis-

covered" or "What If " (I met a tiger;

all teachers disappeared, I had 3 wishes).

VI. Using correct "Fun with Syllables." Cup palm of hand
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Skills Activities

spelling as a

tool for develop-

ing vocabulary and

for more effective

written communi-

cation

A. Dictionary

skills

B

.

Root words

C. Prefixes,

suffixes

D. Syllabication,

accents

E. Vowel and

consonant

sounds

F. Abbreviations

G. Figurative

language

H. Alphabetizing

under chin. Pronounce word with slight exag-

geration during enunciation. Observe the

number of times the chin drops as the word is

pronounced. This indicates the number of

syllables contained within the word. Write

each word, followed by number of syllables

contained within the word.

From a list of words, use the dictionary to

divide the words into syllables.

Look in reading book to find examples of

words divided at end of line. Lead pupils,

through discussion of these words, to conclude

that words are hyphenated between syllables.

Pupils using braille note that lower one-

character syllables cannot be used at end of

line

.

List last names of students in classroom.

Arrange names in alphabetical order.

List root words, as jump, leap, true.

Pupil uses suffix or prefix to change form
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Skills Activities

of words, (jumps, jumped, leaping, untrue.)

From list of new words in a reading story,

let pupils compete to locate a new word in

the reader's glossary. First one to locate

the word may write its definition to be placed

on class word chart.

VII Synonyms

Antonyms

Homonyms

Heteronyms

A numbered column of words is printed.

Parallel to this column is a second column

of words in scrambled order, opposite in

meaning to those in the first column. Match

opposites by writing the words in the first

column followed by a word from the second.

Bring out the fact that these pairs of words

are called antonyms.

Scrambled or out of order :

enemy light

dark friend

On peg-board spelling center, place several

folders containing spelling word lists.

Students study in pairs until not more than

2 of the 20 or 5 of the 50 words are missed.
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Then give pupil a written test.

Contractions: Dictate words as "can not"

or "did not." Pupils write the contracted

form. Reverse this order so that pupils

will write the two words of the contraction,

This activity stresses correct use of apos-

trophe.

Pupils make a list of words heard and seen

in current news happenings

.

VIII. Using braille code

adequately (Work

on braille signs

will be a compo-

nent of functional

usage wherever or

whenever neces sary .

)

A. Meaning of

braille signs

relative to

position with-

in a word

Dictate a word. Have a pupil add a final

two-cell contraction to form another word.

Present a list of root words. Pupils must

add prefixes and suffixes by using low-cell

contractions

.

Give completion exercises with blanks to

be filled in with correct braille signs.

Observe usage of braille signs in various

reading materials. Have pupils write

generalizations about rules they discover

concerning correct braille usage.
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B. One-cell part-

word signs

C. Initial-letter

signs

D. Final-letter

signs

E. Short-form

words

Use both full spelling and contracted

braille form of words during spelling

text--for example: "knowledge" and "k
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READING

Reading, in our schools, is the most important tool for learn-

ing. It functions in every area of the curriculum. In the process of

communication reading is the most effective channel that spans time and

space. Through the medium of the graphic symbols one can entertain

friends from the farthest point on the globe. He can share the thoughts

of the earliest of the great philosophers and participate in the life of

ancient man.

Reading is closely bound to all other aspects of language.

It embodies all of the thinking skills involved in the receptive func-

tion of listening and includes the additional skills of tactual and

visual perception of graphic symbols . Through the language-experience

approach the child discovers that the graphic symbols are his own words

put into a form that can be seen. During the initial stages of reading,

he is constantly bringing meaning to the symbols— the meaning from his

own experiences. Soon he is able to recognize those meaningful words

arranged in different phrase and sentence patterns. He is now beginning

to get meaning from symbols , and he has embarked on the exciting adven-

ture with the new tool of reading. The reader continues to get meaning

from the graphic symbols in direct proportion to the meaning that he

brings to those symbols.

There must be continuity in the child's developmental process

of achieving reading skill. If he is surrounded by a rich variety of
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reading material and is guided along his own growth pattern, he will

find great joy and satisfaction in reading. He will continuously find

new roads to follow, discover new ventures, unlock broadening vistas,

and see himself as part of the great calvacade of human society.

The school program should help the child to achieve the

following objectives in the use of reading:

1. Appreciate reading as a tool for tapping a vast depository of

desired information

2. Enjoy reading as a leisure time activity

3. Gain insight into the structure of word forms in order that he may

constantly increase his own skill in reading

4. Gain skill in effective procedures for locating the materials to

satisfy his needs
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READING

PRIMARY

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. To develop an understanding that reading is talk written down

2. To develop a basic vocabulary

3. To acquire skills for working out new words

4. To use language functionally as an integral part of all class-

room learning activities

5. To follow story sequence and plot

6. To adjust reading behavior in accord with the type of material

and the purpose for which it is being used

7. To develop the ability to analyze and apply what is read

8. To acquire confidence and fluency in reading

9. To acquire the habit of reading widely for pleasure and for

information

10. To develop good taste and permanent interest in reading
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GRADE 1



READING -- Grade 1

During the first grade, the child should have the opportunity

to grow into reading. Through the language-experience approach he dis-

covers that the words he reads are simply another form of his own words.

Reading is meaningful to him because it relates his own experiences.

Gradually, through many informal contacts with words and through expe-

rience stories and games, he builds a reading vocabulary. As his vo-

cabulary grows, he discovers with joy that he can read books.

The child must feel free and comfortable in the classroom.

He must gain confidence in himself and know the joy of learning. The

classroom is organized so that the child may achieve independence in

locating materials and caring for his own needs. Many centers of in-

terest stimulate learning. Desks and other areas are labeled. The

child is exposed to numerous opportunities for reading. News items

about individuals, class news items, nursery rhymes, picture titles--

all challenge growth in reading. Manipulative activities, science and

social studies centers stimulate the desire to learn.

The activities listed will suggest many more ideas to the

creative teacher. Many of the activities can be used as oral phonics

games or as written word games. It is assumed that the teacher will pre-

pare the appropriate materials in both braille and manuscript.
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CONTENT

Skills Activities

I, Achieving orienta-

tion and free move-

ment in the class-

room

Locate home base as orientation point.

Move from home base to specified points in

room and back to home base. Move from one

point to another without using home base.

Play games suggested under "How big is my

room?" (See guide to social studies.)

II. Developing mus- Engage in indoor and outdoor games utiliz-

cular coordination ing large muscles.

Manipulate blocks, puzzles, constructo sets,

take-apart toys, pegboards , beads.

Use scissors to cut colored drinking straws

into short lengths. String as beads.

Use scissors for paper cutting activities

.

III. Listening atten- See "Oral Language- -Listening."

tively to stories

IV. Learning to speak See "Oral Language- -Speaking."

clearly
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V,

VI,

Recognizing like-

nesses and differ-

ences in sound

patterns

Recognizing like-

nesses and differ-

ences tactually

and visually

Activities

See "Oral Language—Listening."

Teacher gives pair of words. If exactly

alike pupils stand, but if not they remain

seated.

Find the lost word. Teacher gives group of

three or four words. All but one of the

words have a common element, such as be-

ginning sound or rhyming endings. Pupils

locate "lost" word in group.

Use hands to examine carefully sets of

cards containing designs made from sand-

paper, paper brads, pipe cleaners, buttons.

Match cards that are alike in a set, or

locate a single card that does not match a

set

.

Use Touch and Tell readiness books.

Examine sets of pictures. Match pictures

alike in a set or locate the single picture

that is different.
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Skills Activities

Classify sets of pictures and tell how they

are alike. (Teacher will have cut from

magazines and catalogs pictures of various

kinds of chairs, cars, knives, etc. Each

picture is pasted on a separate card. All

are placed in a box.)

Examine line of manuscript letters or other

designs to find the item that is different.

(Use letters that are quite similar to de-

velop discrimination.)

VII. Following Play games such as "Simon says--" or "Do

directions As I Do." (Also good for orientation.)

Teacher or leader gives series of two or

three directions. Pupil acts them out in

the order given.

Participate in group games or playground

or in classroom.

Follow directions set up by class for

excursion or field trip.
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Skills Activities

VIII. Caring for

materials

Follow chart of standards set by class.

Standards might include: Pick up all parts

of activities. Put activities back in the

right place. Examine things with careful

fingers

.

IX. Associating

ideas

Participate in finger plays in which the

words suggest the actions.

Match pairs of objects that are associated

in some way. (Box of objects might contain

cup, saucer, scissors, thimble, brush,

comb. Also in the box put pairs of plastic

clothespins tied together with a string.)

Pupils match the objects that are associated.

Use the clothespins to clip the members of

a pair together.

Use an "Alike and Different" box. Placed

in this box will be pairs of items , each

pair of which is alike in some way, but

different in other ways. Pupils will de-

scribe how they are alike and how they are

different. For example, a spoon and a fork
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X. Increasing

memory span

might be alike because they are made of

plastic, but different in shape.

Play a description game. Teacher or leader

starts a sentence such as, "An apple is ."

Each pupil repeats the sentence, but com-

pletes it with a different word. See how

many different endings can be made with

words associated with "apple."

Learn nursery rhymes, poems, songs.

Play "Going to Boston." Child may go if

he says he will take some article that

begins with "b." However, each child must

name all articles already mentioned before

he adds his choice.

Play "Lost and Found." Five or six articles

are put in a box. The children examine and

identify each article. Teacher then removes

one article, without letting class know what

it is. Pupils examine articles left in box

and try to name the lost article.
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XI. Using good mech- (Teacher should provide the reading en-

anics for braille vironment to encourage good hand position:

reading reading surface at child's elbow height or

lower; posted braille at approximate level

of child's face when standing before it;

accurate braille in good condition.)

Use Touch and Tell books.

Play games with braille tracks. For a child

who has difficulty, the teacher may make

braille tracks across the paper by using a

series of dots 1-3-4-6. Such a track may

lead the fingers from left to right, then

down and right to left , continuing until the

fingers reach home base--a square at the bot-

torn of the page. The teacher may vary this

activity by making a break in these track-

ing lines at various intervals and inserting

a word, such as "like" or "go," that the

child reads as his fingers slide across it.

Try to observe standards set up by teacher

:

Slide smoothly across the line. Touch the
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Skills Activities

words lightly. Slide very quickly back

across the line just read in order to get

to the new line. Keep fingers curved to see

the word.

Teacher commends each child who achieves a

good position, describing why his position

is good. Others are stimulated to imitate

in order to gain approval.

XII. Establishing

good mechanics

for reading

print

(Teacher should provide good light and

adequate reading surface.)

Follow pointer that teacher moves across

the line on the reading chart.

Use strip of cardboard for marker under line

of reading.

Use finger as pointer under words while

reading, if necessary.

Associate the kinesthetic form of word with

visual form by tracing the copy of the word

and later writing it.
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XIII. Observing details Play an "I See" game (for pupils with some

in pictures vision). Teacher says; "I see something

red." "I see something that sings." Pupils

see who can find it in the picture. (Teacher

should observe closely to determine how well

each child can see details. This will be

one indication as to whether or not the child

needs braille.)

(All pupils can participate in the "I See"

game if teacher provides objects as well as

pictures, so that the child without vision

can examine and locate an object while the

child with vision uses the picture.)

After examining a picture predict what will

happen next, or tell what may have happened

before. (Teacher can sometimes set up three-

dimensional scenes for pupils without vision

to participate in this same activity.)

XIV. Recognizing initial Play "I See" game. On a table arrange a

consonant configur- number of objects. Teacher or leader says,

ation and sound: "I see something beginning with 'b'."
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b, c (hard sound), (Makes sound or shows a letter card.)

d,f,g (hard sound), Pupil goes to table and selects object

h, j, k, 1, m, n, whose name begins with that sound.

p, r, s, t, w.

Use alphabet boxes. Each box is labeled

with one of the consonants. Student must

place object or picture in correct box.

Play "Trade." Each child is given one

object and one letter card that do not

match. Pupils trade a card to get the

letter cards matched with the objects. At

end of game each child should hold his

object and the card giving the sound that

begins its name.

Play "Going to Boston." In order to go,

each child must take with him some object

beginning with the initial sound of the city

selected by the leader.

Play "Who Am I?" Teacher explains that we

have learned to recognize our classmates by

their voices. We can also recognize letters

by their voices (sounds). Proceed with the



Skills Activities

game by saying, "My voice is (make sound)

Who am I?" Pupil responds with correct

letter name.

XV. Recognizing con-

sonant sounds

when in initial,

middle, and final

positions : b , c
,

d, f, g, k, 1, m,

n, p, s, t.

XVI. Recognizing sound

and configuration

of initial blends

:

sh, st, ch, bl
,
pi

Teacher divides class into three groups

representing beginning, middle, and end.

She gives a word containing the consonant

sound for which the class is listening. If

that sound is at the beginning of the word,

the first group stands; if in the middle,

the second group; and if at the end, the

third group.

Sort a set of word cards. On the pocket

chart place all with the consonant at the

beginning in first column. If designated

consonant is medial, place in second column;

if final, place in third column.

Answer riddles, each of which must be

answered with a word beginning with a des-

ignated blend. For example, when the blend

is "sh" use riddles such as, "Billy wears it

on his foot."
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Play "clap." Teacher or leader gives a

word. Pupils clap if it contains the des-

ignated blend.

Play game in which teacher gives a sentence,

a rhyme, or short story. Each time a des-

ignated blend is heard pupils stand. (Class

may be divided in pairs with each pair

listening for different blend.)

Complete the pair. Teacher gives first

word. Pupil must complete the pair by add-

ing an associated word beginning with same

blend. For example, teacher says "blue,"

and pupil might say "blue blouse."

XVII. Recognizing words Use boxes as word banks. On the outside of

that rhyme and each box is a word family, such as "all."

word families Pupil puts word cards in the correct banks.

Complete phrases , sentences , or rhymes with

a rhyming word. A cat sat on a (mat).

There is a little toy for a little .

Use word box for independent activity. In
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the box are cards , each of which contains

a rhyme with a missing word. Pupil reads

card, thinks of word to fill the blank,

checks himself by looking at answer on back

of card.

You will like to play

On this sunny .

Play "trade." Each child has two word cards

that do not rhyme. Pupils trade cards until

each child has a pair of rhyming words , which

he reads aloud.

Play "Rhymo." Each player has a shuffled

pack of word cards. The pack is composed of

pairs of rhyming words. Pupils match pairs

from within their packs , and the one with

most correct wins.

Play "Scramble." Word cards are scrambled

in a pocket chart. Pupil rearranges them to

form pairs of rhyming words . (May be worked

individually or as a contest using two charts

with words
.

)
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XVIII. Recognizing word

endings; ed, ing

,

Select correct word form to complete sen-

tence. Each pupil has four cards such as

"play, 11 "playing," "plays," and "played."

Teacher reads sentence with missing word.

Pupils select the correct form for that sen-

tence .

XIX. Understanding

that reading has

meaning

Dictate personal news items to be written.

Read those items.

Use labels such as name on desk for identi-

fication purposes.

Observe the print and braille forms of

nursery rhymes he has memorized.

Participate in composing class stories

about daily activities , new games
,
pets

,

new toys, field trips.

Fasten news items about himself into his

own book that he can put on the reading

table for all to share.

Make booklets of class experience stories
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XX. Relating or

arranging events

in sequence

XXI,

and place on reading table for further

reading.

Work with classmates in composing exper-

ience stories.

Arrange in correct order sentence strips

telling about a class experience.

.
<

Make pictures or scenes from clay to accom-

pany an experience story.

Dramatize nursery rhymes, stories read by

teacher, or previous class stories.

Locating a specific Respond to directions such as: Find the

word or sentence to sentence that tells what Billy liked. Find

answer a question a word that tells what we saw on the farm.

XXII. Using context as

an aid in word
.

identification

Participate in conversation recalling the

experience upon which written story is

based to get hint to help with difficult

word.

Supply the missing word in a sentence. The

word may be any one that is meaningful

.
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XXIII. Making use of

locational terms

Supply the missing word in a sentence. The

beginning consonant is given for that word.

Context clue is checked by sound clue.

Use Touch and Tell .

Follow teacher's directions such as: Find

the title of our story. Tell what the first

sentence says. What does the last sentence

tell?

XXIV. Developing an

adequate basic

vocabulary (See

word list at

end of this

section.

)

Demonstrate understanding of terms— front

,

back, top, bottom, left, right, up, down,

across—as the teacher uses them in re-

ferring to books and reading charts.

Read experience stories made by class.

Match phrase strips, sentence strips, and

word cards to corresponding items in expe-

stories

.

Keep a word bank. Each pupil has his own

box in his desk. As he learns new words,

teacher adds these word cards to his bank.
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Teacher reviews these words with him from

time to time.

Match pairs of words as an independent

activity--

when words in pair are identical;

when words in pair mean the same , as

"little," "small";

when words in pair are opposites, as

"big," "little";

when words in pair are associated, as

"bat," "ball" amd "chair," "table."

Classify words in boxes or pockets marked

"People," "Places," "Things to Do."

Play "Wordo." Each child has card divided

into three rows of blocks with three blocks

in each row. In each block is a word.

Teacher or leader calls words from master

set of cards. Pupil who has that word

marks his card with a piece of felt, rubber,

or magnet. Child first getting three in a

row wins the game

.
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Use a sentence box. Sentences are cut in

half. Pupil matches them up in a meaningful

way.

Use "Big and Little" boxes. Box contains

pairs of objects that are alike except for

size. Pupil separates them according to

"big" or "little." Some objects might be:

big and little bar of soap, big and little

beads, child's and adult's toothbrush.

Use "My Magnet Book." The pages in this

book contain a variety of directions. One

page might ask, "What can you do?" Other

examples might be: "Find the animals."

"Who?" "Where?" The pupil indicates his

answer by placing a small kitchen magnet

board under the page and placing a magnet on

each word he selects from that page.

Use a "Put Me in the Pocket" book. This

book has the bottom of each page turned up

and fastened into a pocket in which the child

can put his answers. Each page contains a
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question such as: "What can you do?" "Who

lives on the farm?" "Where can you hide?"

Attached to inside back cover of the book or

placed in an accompanying box, is a set of

word cards which the child puts in the cor-

rect pockets throughout the book.

Play a circle game. The circle is formed

around a table on which is a pack of action

cards turned face down (hop, run, jump, hum,

skip, sing, walk). The teacher indicates a

child to start. This child draws a card,

reads it silently and goes around the out-

side of the circle doing what the card says.

As he reaches his place back in the circle,

the class guesses what the card said. This

child selects the next one to draw a card.

Keep individual record of number of new

words learned. This record might be kept

in the child's word bank in his desk. Each

time the teacher checks him on the words in

his bank she records the number of words he
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knows. He is stimulated by his growth.

This should be an individual matter , with

praise given for his own growth.
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WORD LIST

The following words are common to most beginning reading

books . The teacher should provide for their frequent use in experi-

ence stories, games, and activities. Each student should recognize

approximately 80 percent of these words by the end of the first grade

an and

away at

be (both forms) bed

boat boy

can

did

down

fish

girl

has

her

house

may

my

oh

play

red

see

come

dinner

father

for

give

have

here

I

me

new

on

pretty

ride

she

apple are

baby ball

big blue

cake call

car cookies

do dog

fast find

funny get

green happy

he help

hide home

in (both) make

mother morning

no not

one party

puppy ran

run said

show sleep
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table thank

to (both) toy

want we

will with

something stop

that the

two up

went what

work yellow

Most children will know many more words than the above list

by the end of the first grade. The teacher should also use as refer-

ence the vocabulary list in More Fun with Our Friends (Scott Foresman)

and the Dolch list of 220 basic words listed at the end of second

grade.
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READING -- Grade 2

The teacher should provide a classroom environment that will

create the desire to read. Organize many centers to stimulate learn-

ing:

1. Labels on exhibits -- bulletins, pictures, globes, maps, -- unit

theme displayed with materials arranged according to thoughtful

organization

2. Library table -- a varied and interesting assortment of books and

magazines available for children to read

3. Sciene center -- scientific books, collections, visual aids

(magnifying glass, etc.) experiments (magnets, wheels), each in

a shoebox

4. Health center

5. Arithmetic games -- number games, number word displays

6. Supplementary readers available for individual and group reading

7. Daily news written by each child after teacher has helped children

with the date (day, month, year). Give them opportunity to write

their own daily news (creative writing).

8. Story hour -- teacher reading

9. Charts displayed and referred to frequently -- information, expe-

riences, daily plans

10. Directions for daily work (in braille and print)

11. Scrap books -- original stories, riddles, poems, pictures,

tactual materials (for blind children) pasted in scrapbook
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12. Word games -- rhymes to be completed, riddles, sentences to match,

poems , easy words to unscramble

CONTENT

Skills Activities

I, Achieving ori-

entation within

the classroom

Locate own desk independently.

Participate in exploration of classroom.

Teacher gives necessary guidance and

explanation of centers of interest and use

of materials.

Participate with classmates in setting

standards for classroom activity. For

example: Move quietly without disturbing

other people. Find a comfortable place to

work. Work quietly. Talk quietly when work-

ing together. Keep materials in the right

place. (A feeling of freedom is important,

but the teacher must constantly be guiding

the students to develop self-discipline.)

II. Using good mechan- Participate in a review of good hand posi-

ics of braille tion. Follow standards reviewed by class,

reading (Teacher will observe students at work
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Skills Activities

and commend good reading mechanics. Watch

for light touch; smooth left-right sweep;

slightly raised wrists, so they do not rub

on page; curved fingers that cover the

three-dot depth of a braille cell.)

III. Gaining skill in As right hand reads across the line, use

using hands inde- left hand to find beginning of new line,

pendently in read- Then read one or two words with left hand

ing as right hand is moving back to this new

line. (Teacher praises student who begins

this independent use of hands. Others will

be stimulated to imitate.)

Use remedial activities if necessary. With

fingers follow pipe cleaners glued across

the page until hand sweep becomes light and

smooth. Then use same movement on the braille

story below the pipe cleaners.

IV. Using good mechan- Use pointer if necessary to follow words as

ics for reading they are read.

print
Use strip of card as marker under line being

read.
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Use remedial work if needed. Teacher will

glue pipe cleaners or straws across page.

Each line will be a different color to make

it easier for eyes to move to a new line.

After this practice, use same paper and write

pupil's story between the colored lines.

Hold book in position to get best light on

the page.

V. Recognizing like- Identify and match words that begin alike,

nesses and differ- end alike, or that begin and end alike. For

ences in words example: make--milk, back--trick, coat--cat.

Identify the word that is different from a

group. Teacher should present words that

are almost alike so that the activity re-

quires fine discrimination. Examples for

print readers might be: now, new, now;

pat, pet, pet; met, met, net. Braille

examples might include: stop, chop, stop;

run, run, ran; meat, meat, mat.

Identify significant characteristic of
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a word, such as tall letters, short letters,

double letters, density of braille dots,

open space with braille word, lower sign or

other contraction, total length of word.

Use poem, "Mr. Small and Mr. Tall."

"There once was a man

Who was tall, tall, tall;

He had a friend

Who was small, small, small."

Child who is tall man stands on tiptoe and

reaches as high as possible. Child who is

small man kneels and bends low. Continue

poem for several verses.

VI. Observing detail Play "Can You Tell?" Teacher collects

in pictures and suitable pictures from magazines and picture

diagrams books. For each picture she prepares a

question or questions that require attention

to detail in order to give the answer. Dis-

tribute pictures. Let pupils study them and

answer question. Teacher and class check.
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VII. Building basic

vocabulary (See

Dolch list at end

of this section

of the guide.

Child should know

80 percent of these

words by end of

second grade.)

Study school map or braille and print maps

given in "My Weekly Reader" to discover

certain details.

Read charts and other information in the

various classroom interest centers.

Participate with class in writing sum-

maries about field trips , science dis-

coveries, social studies units, and daily

news items. Read these stories.

Keep class chart and individual word banks

of new words used in various science and

social studies experiences.

Make bookets of favorite poems , individual

stories, or other interests. Share these

with classmates.

Use short, graded word lists. Teacher uses

Dolch list, classroom work, list from basal

reader as references and prepares sets of

word lists in braille and manuscript. Each

list is numbered and contains about ten
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VIII. Associating

meaning with

word symbols

words. These lists are accessible to

students in spare time. When a student

thinks he knows a complete list he asks the

teacher to check him. If he is correct she

gives him a token of some kind and allows

him to work on the next list. Pupil tries

to see how many tokens he can acquire.

Read library books from classroom reading

table and from central library.

Write and read riddles about objects class

has used in science or social studies

,

characters in stories read to class, and

objects seen on field trips. Exchange

riddles to read and answer. Make riddle

books to put on the reading table.

Write and read personal news items.

Write and read class experience stories.

Draw picture or use clay to model object or

illustrate new words.
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Use a dictionary game in which words are

matched with definitions.

Label objects collected in science and

social studies.

Pantomime action words. Each child draws a

word from the pack of cards and pantomimes

it. Class guesses word. Words such as

grumbled, whispered, laughed, skipped,

galloped, growled, stumbled, might be used.

IX. Inferring mean- Read title of library book or story and use

ing from context it as a clue to tell what the story may be

clues about. This might be a class activity dur-

ing a library period.

Listen or read to find words that suggest

such facts as: kind of day, time of day,

feeling of character.

Look at pictures as clue to what story may

be about.

Answer "Tell Me Why" questions: "Tell me
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why they wore boots." "Tell me why there

is a stop sign." "Tell me why the books are

on a shelf."

X. Inferring meaning Match and combine root words to make

from word clues compound words, and give meaning of each.

Use a root word to build as many words as

possible, discussing meaning of each new

word. For example: play, playground,

playful, players, replay, playmates, play-

room, playtime.

Locate root words within longer words.

XI. Placing incidents

>
in sequence

Use "A Story with Feet." Each of the main

events of a story is put on a sentence

strip in braille and print. Each strip is

given to a child. The story has feet as the

children move around until they are standing

so the story is in sequence. Then read the

story from the strips to check.

Dramatize a story read, planning the se-

quence of events

.
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Make up a story from a familiar theme. Each

child adds a thought to the story. In re-

sponse to "What do you think happened next?"

the child makes up a logical addition.

Draw pictures or model scenes from clay, or

do paper sculpturing to represent the se-

quence of a story.

Use pipe cleaners to form characters and

properties to make scenes of a story. Bare

pipe cleaners can be used, or the figures

can be padded by wrapping them with face

tissue to give them more form.

XII. Grasping the main Suggest various titles for a story.

idea
Complete an unfinished story. Teacher must

give a sufficient portion of the story to

suggest a main idea.

Illustrate main idea by picture or three-

dimensional scene.

Compose an original story similar to the

one read.
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Participate in an evaluation of the actions

of main character. Pupils decide whether

or not they would have acted the same way.

Use riddles. Teacher or pupils may compose

these riddles. In order to answer the

riddle correctly, the child must get the

main idea from all facts given. Use "What

Animal Am I?" and other topics. This may be

class project, or these may be in booklets

at a riddle center or a farm center.

XIV. Enjoying good Listen to stories and poems read during

literature story hour in central library or in class-

room.

Invite Lollipop Princess to visit school and

share stories with the primary grades.

Arrange a field trip to Nashville public

library to visit story room.

Use puppets to share good stories with an-

other audience.
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XIV.

Plan a story parade for another class.

Pupils plan their costumes. Each child

represents a story character and tells a

short story or rhyme about that character.

Participate in choral speaking of poetry.

Share a poetry hour with another class.

Pupil share poems they have learned individ-

ually or as choral reading.

Demonstrate the rhythm of appropriate poems

by clapping softly, tapping softly, or

swaying in rhythm with the words.

Using initial Have a word-bee somewhat similar to spelling

sounds in attacking bee. Teacher has prepared cards with phrases

new words. (Know in which words are missing. Initial conso-

all including hard nant is given as clue to word. For example:

"big as a g-- ," "qu-- as a flash," "b-- like

a ball." Divide class in teams. Player

draws card, reads it, and fills in missing

word. If he cannot do so the opposite team

gets a chance at the score.

and soft "c" and

"g.")
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XV. Recognizing fol- Compete with a group to see how many words

lowing consonant can be formed in a given time. Teacher may

blends including give an element such as "ay" and ask students

any braille confi- to see how many different blends they can

gurations: br
,
pr

,

use with it to make words. Teacher may des-

fr , wh, th, f 1 , cl

,

ignate a blend such as "sm" and ask students

gl , sp, sm, sn , sw. to write as many words as they can think of

beginning with that blend.

Fill the blanks in sentences. Some word

beginning with a specified blend must be

used in each blank.

XVI. Recognizing both

long and short

vowel sounds

Use "My Weekly Reader" activities.

Classify words into those with short vowels

and those with long. Use boxes, envelopes,

or pocket charts.

Use the "magic e." Pupils have list of

words with short vowel sound. Add "e" to

each word and use new word in a sentence.

XVII. Using the follow- Participate in games using word ladders.

ing element in The word ladder card has one word at the
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attacking new top. There are directions for altering

words: aw, ar , ir , that word to make new words. For example,

ur , of, ee , oo , or, a card might contain the following: house

ew, bb , dd , ff, gg , Change my first letter and make me an

ou (house), animal. (Answer would be "mouse.")

ow (both sounds) Now change my last two letters and make me

something you use when you eat. (mouth)

Change my first letter and make me a

direction. (south)

Write as many words as possible in des-

ignated word families.

XVIII. Recognizing

word endings

:

ly, er , est

Build new words. From a list of root words,

see how many new ones can be made. Use "ly,"

"er," "est." All of these cannot be used

on every word. Be sure to make a correct

word.

XIX. Recognizing

known parts

within words

Write all the little words found within a

list of words

.

Match words to make compound words. Use

pack of cards prepared by teacher. Pair
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the cards, putting two together that would

make a compound word.

Play detective. Mark all of the compound

words in a given list of words.

Mix and match. Pupils are each given a

word card such as "play," "class," "room,"

"ground," "mate." Pupils move about room

trying to find how many times they can form

compound words by matching a card with some-

one else.

Play a game with possessives. Each card in

a set has on it a possessive form, such as

"Billy's ." Pupil must fill the blank

with a word beginning with the same sound as

the name.

XX. Using correctly
.

Play "Can You?" Make two sentences showing

words that have two meanings of words such as "saw," "fly,"

more than one "can," "pound."

meaning

XXI. Recognizing words Play "Trade." Each child has two word
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that mean the

same or words

that are the

opposite

XXII. Recognizing

rhyming words

cards that are not synonyms. Pupils move

around and trade cards until each child has

a pair of cards that do have the same mean-

ing.

Read sentences in which certain words have

been underlined. Change the underlined

word for one that means the opposite.

Teacher has prepared a short story. She has

made word cards , each of which contains the

opposite of a word in the story. As she

reads the story, each child listens carefully

and stands with his card when he hears the

opposite in the story.

Use rhyming riddles. These may be given

orally, written on separate cards, or made

into little books for the reading center.

Examples : "I am thinking of an animal that

has four legs. It has a long tail. It

rhymes with 'hat.'"

"It's made of wood and rhymes with 'mat.'

To hit a ball you need a ."
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Form a circle. Leader gives key word.

Each player in circle must give a word

that rhymes with that key word. Anyone

who cannot give such a word misses a point

The next player starts another key word.

Fill in the rhyming words in a poem.

Teacher reads poem, but pauses at end of

line to allow pupils to fill in a word

that rhymes with previous line.

XXIII. Recognizing sound Listen for sounds in story as teacher

effects reads. Join as a chorus on sounds such as

"zoom, zoom," or "chug, chug."
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A BASIC SIGHT VOCABULARY

220 Words

a better don't get if

about big down go in

again black draw going into

after blue drink goes is

all both eat good it

always bring eight get its

am brown every green jump

an but fall grow just

and by far had keep

any call fast has kind

are came find have know

around can first he laugh

as carry five help let

ask clean fiy her like

at cold four here light

ate come found him little

away could from his live

be cut full hold long

because did funny hot look

been do flew how made

before does gave hurt make

best done give I many
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may

me

must

much

my

myself

never

new

no

not

now

of

off

old

on

one

once

only

open

or

our

out

over

own

pick

play

please

pretty

pull

put

ran

read

red

ride

round

run

said

saw

say

see

seven

shall

she

show

sing think went

sit this were

six those what

sleep three when

small to where

so together which

some too white

soon try who

start two why

stop under will

take up wish

tell upon with

ten us work

thank use would

that very write

the walk yellow

their want you

them warm yes

then was your

there wash

these we

they well
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READING -- Grade 3

By the time they reach third grade most students are expe-

riencing broadening interests and desires to explore in many fields.

They are developing in independence and show increasing skill in using

reading as a tool for gaining information and pleasure.

CONTENT

Skills Activities

I. Developing basic

vocabulary -- Dolch

list, basal text,

functional words

from content areas

of curriculum

II. Recognizing contrac-

tions and short forms

of braille code:

Alphabet word

signs (but, can, do,

every, from, go, have,

just, like, more, not,

people, quite, rather,

so, that, us, very,

(The activities listed are supplementary

to those suggested in the teacher's guide

for the basal text, the basal workbook,

and "My Weekly Reader.")

Dolch Word Games, etc.

Word Bingo -- Played similarily to bingo,

using words

.

Zoo Parade -- A game board is marked in

winding spaces leading to a "zoo." The

players draw word cards alternately and

read them. If they know the word, they

advance their tokens one space for each

letter in the word. This can have multiple

variations

.
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Skills Activities

will , it
,
you , as)

Initial letter

contractions (day,

ever, father, here,

know, mother, name,

one, part, right, some

time, under, work,

young, ought, there,

through, where, these,

those, upon, word,

cannot, had, many,

would, their)

Short-form words

(across, afternoon,

against, also, al-

most, between, behind,

beside, child, child-

ren, enough, friend,

first, himself, her-

self, into, letter,

much, must, myself,

o'clock, paid, quick,

Fishing -- Fish-shaped word cards with

paper clips or hairpins on them are placed

in a fishbowl or large box. The children

"go fishing" with a "fishing pole" which

has a magnet attached to the tip of the

"line." If they can read the words they

catch, they can keep them; otherwise they

must throw them back into the bowl.

(This activity can be expanded to include

phrases and sentences.)

Reading Bee -- Works on the principles of

a spelling bee. Teams are formed and each

player is given a list of words or phrases,

Alternating teams and players, each reads

the next word or phrase and receives a

point for each correctly read.

Wheel of Chance -- A large cardboard clock-

face is numbered from 1-12 (or more) and

fitted with a large moveable hand. A list

is made of numbered words or phrases. The

children spin the hand on the word-clock,
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Skills

such, themselves,

today, tomorrow,

tonight, would, your,

yourselves
.

)

Activities

notice the number on which it stops , then

read the corresponding word or phrase.

Treasure Hunt -- Small objects or pictures

are placed in a box or bag. The children

draw an object and then match it with the

corresponding word card.

Yippee-Skippee -- Based on the rules of Old

Maid or similar card games. (This is good

for matching braille contractions and short

forms with the full spelling. It can be

varied for use with words and their meanings

for matching sounds in words, etc.)

How Many? -- Present the children with a

large word, such as "Halloween" or with

several words , such as their names or the

names of a city and state; and have them

make other words from the letters included

in the original word or words.

Scramble -- Have the children unscramble

familiar words

.
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Skills Activities

Word Rings -- Children can be encouraged to

expand their vocabularies by including words

basic to other content areas. Words or

phrases of special interest or frequent use

can be written on pre-cut, pre-punched

strips of paper. These word strips can

then be placed on individual loose leaf

rings and kept close at hand for the child's

use.

Phrase Cards -- Progressively difficult

phrases printed on cards can be used in

numbers of ways: recognition, to answer

short questions, to make sentences, to tell

a story.

III. Using consonant (These skills in phonics are not to be

sounds and blends-- presented or taught in isolation, but are

single, two-letter to be incorporated into the entire reading

blends, three-let- program which spans the full subject area of

ter blends. the third grade curriculum.)

IV. Recognizing the Play "Going to Boston" and similar games.

following phonic
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Skills Activities

elements , includ-

ing any braille

configurations

involved:

oa oi oy ai ea

ph ight ind ond

ful less ness be

com

V. Generalizing

and applying

phonic rules

:

-In a syllable

or short word a

single vowel

between two

consonants is

usually short.

-When a word

of one syllable

has two vowels , the

final one of which

is an "e," that

Family Wheels -- Two circles, one smaller

than the other, are fastened together

through their centers in order to rotate

freely. Initial consonants are printed on

the large circle, and phonograms--"ate,"

"ell," "ill," etc. are placed around

the edge of the smaller circle so that

different words can be formed. This device

can be used to stress initial sounds, initial

blends , common phonograms , final sounds
,

etc

.

Sound Books or Boxes -- Children place each

picture card in the pocket or box designated

for the related sound, blend, etc.

Word Building Race -- A number of word

families and three or four sets of conso-

nants are passed out to the class , which

races to assemble the words correctly.

Finding Partners -- Pass to half the class

cards bearing word families, and to the

other half cards bearing consonants or
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"e" is silent and

indicates that the

first vowel is

long.

-When the suffixes

"ing" and "ed" are

preceded by a single

consonant it usually

means that the root

word ended with a

silent "e" which was

dropped and that the

first vowel is long.

-When the suffixes

"ing" and "ed" are

preceded by double

consonants it

usually means that

the first vowel is

short

.

-When "c" or "g" is

followed by either

initial blends. The children then compare

cards and combine them to form words.

Detective -- Children analyze a specific

word and "pop up" when they find an element

to report. This encourages the children to

notice make-up of words and develops both

phonic and structural word attack skills.
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VI

"e" or "i" it

usually means that

the "c" or "g" is

soft.

Recognizing root

words with common

prefixes and

suffixes

(Like the phonic skills, these structural

skills are to be integral parts of all

reading. The following activities are de-

signed to be supplementary to the basal

text, the workbooks, and spelling activities

dealing with structural analysis.)

Detective -- (see phonic skills)

Suffix Wheel -- Words (nouns, adjectives,

verbs) are printed around the circumference

of a circular piece of oak tag or heavy

poster board. At the center five long

strips of oak tag, each shaped like the

hand of a clock, are fixed. Each hand bears

an ending- -er, est, ed, s, and ing. The

teacher can point to a word and ask children

to select one of the endings on the hands

which can be added to the word and make a
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good word. Sentences with a word omitted

can be presented a child, the word pointed

out on the circle while the child chooses

an ending which will make it correct.

Rotating Wheel -- (see phonic skills)

This double wheel may also be used for

practice in suffixes. On the outer circle

print words like "play," "jump," "slow,"

"big," etc. and on the inner circle print

endings "ed," "er," "ly," "ing," etc.

VII. Recognizing the Match Games -- Cards containing contractions

apostrophe as re- such as "don't" or "won't" and other cards

presenting letters containing the two words contracted, "do

that are omitted not" and "will not" can be used in games

when two words are such as Old Maid. Pairs or "books" will be

joined in a con- the uncontracted words matched with the

traction: contractions.

I'm, he' s , isn' t

,

wasn't, didn't,

you're, we're, we'll,

it's

Dominoes -- Contractions and the two con-

tracted words are printed at random on the

dominoes . Small magnets can be attached

to the backs, and the metal stove pad can
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Skills Activities

serve as the playing board. Rules: Match

contractions with the two contracted words.

Concentration -- A master board with num-

bered pockets is necessary. Each pocket

contains a card with a prefix, a suffix, or

a root word. The child selects two numbers

and looks at the cards. If the cards match

successfully to make a word, the child scores

a point and keeps the cards . If the cards

do not match , the child replaces them in the

respective pockets, and the next player takes

his turn.

VIII. Developing auditory

recognition of

syllables and

accents

Syllable Count -- Place hand under the chin

and pronounce a word exaggeratedly. Each

time the chin drops
,
you have made a sylla-

ble.

IX. Selecting appro-

priate form when

two words sound the

same, but have dif-

ferent meanings and

spellings

Ring Toss -- Players take turns drawing the

top card from a stack of word cards. If he

is successful in his response to the card,

he gets a turn at trying to toss a ring

onto a hook or post.
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X. Increasing under-

standing of word

meanings -- syno-

nyms , antonyms

,

categorizing, in-

terpreting mood

Score is kept to determine the winner.

This can be designed to emphasize various

skills: synonyms, antonyms, sentences to

supply a word (their, there) etc.

Mystery Box -- Place an object or word in

a decorated box to be opened at an allotted

time. Present a clue of meanings, synonyms,

antonyms, etc. Each day present a clue

(synonym, antonym, etc.) for pupils to try

to identify contents before box is opened.

Ratio -- Children are given phrases to be

completed: up_ is to down as hot is to .

Daddy is to father as mommy is to
.

Small is to little as large is to
.

Yes is to no as _in is to
.

A tree is big but a ( bush is (small )

.

Winter is cold but is

Compare and Contrast -- Have the children

use synonyms and antonyms to compare and

contrast objects. They can also compare

and contrast themselves and a friend.
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XI. Using tables of

contents to locate

stories (Knows

that the full table

of contents may

appear only in the

first volume of a

braille book.)

(To be integrated in the total program.)

Investigate the class role, the telephone

book, the glossaries, and the library.

How is alphabetical order used here?

XII. Distinguishing be-

tween the main

title of a story

and the subtitles

of its parts

•»

XIII. Recognizing paragraph

indentation, and

can locate desig-

nated paragraph

on a page

XIV. Arranging words

alphabetically by

first and second letters
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XV. Using index to

locate a designated

subject

XVI. Knowing that the

glossary and the

dictionary are

sources of word

meanings. (Is

not expected to

become proficient.)

XVII. Selecting or starting

the main idea of

best title

XVIII. Locating the author's

word or phrase to

answer a question

XIX, Expressing author's

idea in his own

words

Paragraph Paring -- Present in random order

significant details or phrases about a sto-

ry or selection. Ask the children to read

the assigned selection and to find the state-

ment that goes with each paragraph.

Where's the Action -- A child, or possibly

two, act out a part of a story just read.

The other children look for the passage in

the story telling about it. The child who

finds it first may read it aloud.
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XX. Selecting the parts

of sentences that

serve certain func-

tions, such as tell-

ing when, how, where,

or what action

XXI. Discriminating

among different

types of reading

materials, such as

imaginative, true

to life, or news

and factual

materials

.

XXII. Recognizing bias

or inconsistency

Ask such questions as:

What are some things in this story?

which would --

be good to eat?

make you laugh?

hurt one's feelings?

fit in your pocket?

- OR -

What if --

it had been Tom's birthday, not Mary's?

the people in this story had lived

in Japan? on the moon?

the Pilgrims had picked out another

spot to build a town?

Johnny had not known the Semaphore Code?

If you were -- (Billy, the pet goat:

Don's father) how would you have felt?

What would you have done?

Pretend you are Herman and tell this

story.

Write the story the way you think Susie's

mother would have told it.
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Dramatize entire stories. Puppets or

imaginary characters through which the

children are able to present their inter-

pretations of stories are very effective,

and they encourage creativity.

Chorus of Moods -- Patterned after the

Greek tragedies , a chorus could supply mood

s ounds- -happy , sad, frightened—while another

reads or tells the story.

Read or have the children read stories or

poems and then ask them to list some words

describing the selection.

Scavenger Hunt -- Cards with sets of direc-

tions on them are passed out to the chil-

dren. Each child is asked to follow the

directions on his own card. These direc-

tions should lead him to familiar places
,

the last of which will have a "treat" or

surprise for him.

Provide directions for art activities,

building projects, and games. In order
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to participate in these, the individual

child must be able to explain the direc-

tions to another.

The children can be given statements, para-

graphs, brief or open-ended stories. En-

courage analytical thinking through dis-

cussion with others , and by presenting such

questions as: Can this be said in a better

way? What is wrong here? Do you agree?

Which choice do you think Betty should

make?

•

Radio and television advertising can be

included in these activities which help

children develop critical and independent

thinking.

XXIII. Gaining fluency

and expression

in oral reading

XXIV. Appreciating the

need for prepara-

Read orally a phrase or short sentence to

prove a point or answer a question.

Participate in choral reading and re-

sponding.
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tion to achieve

acceptable stan-

dards of accuracy,

fluency, and phra-

sing when reading

aloud for others

When a child omits one or more words in

reading the teacher may write the sentence

as the child read it and also as it was

written in the reading material. Ask the

child to point out the differences between

the two. The student is thus made aware of

the fact that each word has a definite mean-

ing and is of importance.

XXV. Adjusting voice to

the group to whom

he is reading

Make various uses of the tape recorder.

Participate in forming class standards for

good oral reading. Use these standards for

self-evaluation.
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READING

UPPER ELEMENTARY

The complexity of reading skills involves a mental inter-

pretation of signs perceived through the sense organs. Interpreting

print and braille symbols is a specific form of learning behavior.

Children, however, learn to read through associations with real life

experiences and oral experiences that have resulted from them. Read-

ing, therefore, must develop on a continuum as the child advances in

total knowledge and skills.

Reading is a basic tool for learning. It should help develop

in each child a realistic concept of his environment, and it should in-

creasingly contribute to the refining of his views. Reading, then, is

the enrichment and extension of experience through interpretation of

printed and brailled materials. Every child is unique, and the read-

ing program should, as nearly as possible, be adapted to this uniqueness,

while challenging each child to broaden his understandings and view of

the world about him.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

1. To become a more proficient reader for the purpose of extending

and enriching one's experiences

2. To acquire information and knowledge

3. To continue to develop speed in silent and oral reading

4. To learn to read orally in an interesting manner
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5. To acquire independence in ability to identify new words

6. To develop skill in the use of the dictionary

7. To increase comprehension skills

8. To achieve power in reading with discrimination

9. To acquire interest and skill in reading in various fields of

learning

CONTENT

Skills Activities

(Within the lists of

skills , A,B ,C, are

inserted to denote

spiralling develop-

mental patterns through-

out fourth, fifth, and

sixth grades,)

(The following suggested activities are

in addition to those located in the

teacher's guides to the basal readers and

the accompanying workbooks.)

I. Using phonetic ele-

ments to aid in

word recognition:

- A -

Develop the following

phonic elements : ough
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Skills Activities

(as long o and as uff )

;

a as modified by u, w,

or 1; eigh , kn, _gn, eu .

Rule: When a word or

syllable containing only

one vowel ends with that

vowel , its sound is

usually long.

List words that fit the rule at the left,

such as me, go, solo, and tornado. Always

consider any exceptions to the rule, as

soprano.

Use phonetic spelling

given in parenthesis

following a word in

a glossary as an aid

to pronunciation.

Know diacritical marking

for both long and short

vowels

.

Examine braille signs for long and short

vowel sounds. Note that the sign for the

long sound is three dots long, the longest

that can be made. The sign for the short

sound is shorter.

- B -

Know that usually the

first syllable of a
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Skills Activities

word is accented unless

that syllable is a

prefix.

Recognize the primary

accent mark and use

it as an aid to pronun-

ciation.

- C -

Use rhythm and rhyme of

poetry as clues to cor-

rect word identification.

Use the diacritical mark-

ings as aids to pronunciation.

II. Using structural

analysis to aid

in word recognition:

- A -

Know the configuration

and spelling in print

of the following: "con,"
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Skills Activities

"com," "dis, M "be," "cc."

Know configuration and

full spelling for all

of the final-letter

signs in braille.

Recognize root words

when form has been changed

to make plurals , as "y"

to "i" and "f" to "v".

Know italic sign, quotation

marks, and parentheses.

Rules of syllabication:

If the first vowel is

followed by two consonants,

the syllable division is

usually between the two

consonants

.

When the first vowel is

followed by only one

consonant, the syllable
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Skills Activities

usually ends with the

vowel and the consonant

begins the next syllable.

Recognize that prefixes

and suffixes are syllables

and have a meaning of

their own.

Recognize hyphenated

words at the ends of

lines

.

- B -

Form generalizations

regarding the usage

of braille code: The

signs for "ea, M "bb ,"

"cc," M dd, M "££" and

"gg," are never used

at the beginning or

end of a word. The

signs for "en" and "in"

Prepare cards in print and braille

labeled: prefix, suffix, root word.

Write a part as named on each card.

Singly or in group use cards to build

the greatest number of words possible
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Skills Activities

are used in any

position within a

word.

At the ends of lines

when a word is hypen-

ated after the initial

syllable "be," "en,"

"con," "dis," or "in"

that syllable must be

spelled out rather than

being represented by

the low sign.

The signs for "by," "to," and

"into" must be written up

close to the word which follows.

If any one of these three

words falls at the end of a

line it must be spelled out.

None of the lower whole-

word signs (be, in, enough,

was, were, his) are used when
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Skills Activities

followed immediately by

a punctuation mark.

Alphabet word signs

never have other letters

or contractions added to

them to make longer words.

- C -

Recognize most of the

prefixes as separate

syllables

.

Generalizations regarding

the braille code

:

Part-word signs are not

usually used to cross the

division between a prefix

or a suffix and the root

word, nor between the two

parts of a compound word.

Initial-letter signs may

be used alone or in any

part of words as long as
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Skills Activities

they retain their original

sound. ("Part" and "one"

are exceptions.)

The sign for "part" may be

used in any word with the

exception of any form of

"partake".

The sign for "one" may be

used unless the syllable

division falls between the

"o" and the "n"

.

Final-letter signs do not

stand alone; nor do they

occur at the beginnings

of words

.

Short-form words may be

used as parts of words as

long as they retain their

meaning. They may not be

used as only a part of a
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Skills Activities

proper name; they may con-

stitute the complete name.

The signs for "con," "be,"

and "dis" may be used to

represent only the first

syllable of a word or of

a new line, but the sign for

"com" may be used if it

represents the first three

letters regardless of

syllabication.

III. Refining understand-

ing of word meanings

- A -

Recognize meanings of

some of the common

prefixes and suffixes.

Use exercises in "Weekly Readers" con-

cerning the skills for developing word

meanings

.

Use a glossary to de-

termine word meanings

Recognize that the

position of a word

Word Detective Game: Choose a long word,

Find origin of the meaning of the word.

Place in booklet called "Tracked Down by

Word Detective."
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Skills Activities

within a sentence is a

clue to its function

and meaning.

- B -

Know terms "synonyn,"

"antonym," "homonym,"

and "heteronym" and

classify words as such.

Know the function of

nouns
,
pronouns , verbs

,

adverbs, and adjectives

and identify them with-

in sentences

.

Recognize that a word

may have several mean-

ings.

Define words clearly

without resorting to

use of the word it-

self or to such ambig-

uous terms as "thing,"

Make "Boner's Ark" board featuring correct

form of sentences in which wrong hymonyms

have been used: "What a feat to perform'."

Illustrate when possible.

Use dictionary to list four or more

separate meanings for common words, as

set, fix, head.

Discuss meaning of the term "definition."

Have students make a list of five words.

Write two or more synonyms that may be

used for defining words in list.
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Skills Activities

"something."

- C -

Use context in combination

with other clues in

determining word meanings

.

Use dictionary as a

source of word meaning and

select the meaning

appropriate to the context

.

Identify the root word

for the purpose of using

the dictionary.

Learn to appreciate the

more subtle meaning of

words and the beauty

of expression.

Identify transitional

words and phrases

and use them as aids

to meaning : in the

Pupils select sounds representing punctu-

ation marks. As pupil reads and does not

heed punctuation marks in oral reading,

others make sound representing that mark,

scores may be kept.
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Skills Activities

first place, finally,

however, since, because,

on the contrary, there-

fore.

IV. Extending vocabu-

laries for special-

ized terminology

V. Extending know-

ledge of braille

code

- A -

Know the following:

knowledge, Lord, question,

upon, those, whose,

character, spirit, after-

noon, afterward, below,

declare, declaring, perhaps,

receive, receiving, either,

neither, immediate, should,

together, yourselves.
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Skills Activities

- B -

Recognize all of the

short-form words with

the exception of:

according, conceive,

conceiving, perceive,

perceiving.

Recognize all whole-

and part-word signs and

all short-form words

of the braille code.

VI. Developing compre-

hension skills

- A -

Determine main ideas.

Recognize subordinate

ideas

.

Cite passages from stories containing

main ideas to support answers to questions

Determine sequence of

events

Use flannel board to help compose a

story.
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Skills Activities

Summarize main ideas.

Identify key words in

topic sentences.

Interpret ideas to

form generalizations.

Interpret mood of a

selection.

Identify author's

purpose.

Outline: main ideas

represented by Roman

numerals , subordinate

ideas by capital

letters

.

Follow directions

independently and

accurately.

- B -

Time and place settings

of stories.
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Skills Activities

Summarize main ideas

of a selection in a

form adequate for a re-

port. Use two or more

reference sources to locate

desired information and then

combine and summarize the

information.

Evaluate accuracy of

information based on

sources and the qualifi-

cations of the author.

- C -

Regulate rate of reading

(sufficient rate to

complete assignments in

a reasonable time and

adjusting rate and style

of reading to his purpose)

.

Evaluate type and quality

of information within a
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Skills Activities

book by such aids as book

title, chapter headings,

introduction, copyright

date, and information

concerning author.

Adjust type of responses

to meet varying purposes

,

as clear , concise statements

or more detailed responses.

Extrapolate through cause-

effect relationships.

Discriminate between relevant

and irrelevant material and

ideas

.

Discriminate between fact

and opinion.

Evaluate his own work

for the purpose of

determining whether

or not the work meets
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Skills Activities

the standards according

to his ability.

VII. Developing locational

skills

- A -

Make alphabetical arrangement

of words by first, second,

and third letters

.

Locate words within the

correct fourth of the

alphabet.

Use the key letters from

the back of each volume of the

braille dictionary to classi-

fy words contained within that

volume.

Use the asterisk to refer to

a footnote.

Distinguish between the

function of the table of
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Skills Activities

contents and the index.

Understand information

found on the title

page of a book.

- B -

Use table of contents

,

index, and glossary to

locate specific information.

Distinguish between the

function of the dictionary

and encyclopedia and use

both independently.

Know the location of the

school library and the

purpose of the card catalog.

Use the school library

independently

.

Use italic sign to indicate

the underlining of book

titles in braille.
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Skills Activities

Use the key at the bottom

of a page and the marginal

numbering to locate a

desired passage in the

Bible.

Compare the position of the numbering of

the verses in the braille and print

Bible.

Locate the print page

number in a braille

textbook by using the

number at the top

right-hand corner and at

the end of the contin-

uous braille line.

VIII. Developing appre-

ciation for reading

Read to recognize and

appreciate author's

style and form.

Develop a broader , more

mature, refined reading

taste by being surrounded

by an abundance of read-

Prepare a surprise-chart about interests

of class or individual pupils , for exam-

ple : basic foods, transportation,

community ideas. Pupil places objects on

chart with sentences about the object.

Children read during leisure time.
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Skills Activities

ing material

.

Develop enjoyment of read-

ing areas which include

poetry, drama, fiction,

and nonfiction.

Use leisure time by read-

ing from various sources

,

as newspapers , magazines

,

periodicals, pamphlets,

brochures

.

Broaden reading interests

that will enrich cultural

and social understandings

throughout life.
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EVALUATION (Language Arts)

The teacher may use the following checklist for self-

evaluation.

1. Is the classroom atmosphere conducive to self-realization?

2. Is the classroom environment rich with materials to stimulate

learning, exploration, and creativity?

3. Is the learning program organized to encourage constant involve-

ment in experiences beyond the classroom?

4. Is the daily program such that the child has freedom and time

to explore his own interests?

5. Do I constantly set a good example for my students by showing

respect for the worth of each individual; demonstrating good

voice quality and control, correct grammar, and clear enun-

ciation; using an expressive vocabulary; demonstrating accuracy

in spelling and neatness in work; employing a good pattern of

expressive oral reading?

6. Do I constantly seek to motivate and stimulate growth by

encouraging the continuous process of self-evaluation, realis-

tic goal-setting, planning, and re-evaluation in terms of goals?

7. Do I measure each child in terms of his own growth toward re-

alistic goals?

8. Do I evidence an interest in books and a love for good literature?
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The teacher may use a check list similar to the following in

order to evaluate the growth of each student.

1. Is he demonstrating more self-confidence through--

a. expressing himself more frequently?

b. greater participation in group discussions?

c. volunteering to make reports or explanations to class or

other audiences?

d. selecting writing as a free-time activity?

e. writing more interesting material?

f

.

standing at ease when engaging in conversation or oral

presentation?

g. overcoming mannerisms and the use of unnecessary words or

voiced sounds that indicate tension or lack of fluency in

thought?

2. Is he demonstrating a broadening interest and participation in a

variety of experiences through--

a. talking about a greater variety of topics?

b. using vocabulary that expresses the reality of the exper-

ience for him?

c. improving in quantity and quality of ideas expressed about a

particular experience?

d. drawing upon his own experiences to interact more freely with

his group.

e. participating in group discussions on a greater variety of

topics?
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f. selecting greater variety of topics for writing?

g. selecting a greater variety of books for independent reading?

3. Is he improving in his ability to express ideas by--

a. utilizing a larger vocabulary?

b. showing more skill in selecting expressive words?

c. making more interesting sentences?

d. maintaining sequence of ideas?

e. demonstrating greater skill in organizing ideas?

f. engaging in creative writing?

4. Is he gaining skill in the mechanics for expressing ideas, as

demonstrated through--

a. pronuncing words correctly and enunciating clearly?

b. correct sentence structure and punctuation?

c. correct usage of words?

d. correct format for written work?

e. writing legibly and neatly?

f. using the braille code correctly?

g. using correct spelling more consistently in all areas of

written expression?

h. demonstrating good voice control in corridors, dining room,

library, or excursions?

i. gaining skill in body posture and poise to establish good rela-

tionship with sighted person with whom he is conversing?

5. Is he demonstrating greater courtesy in--

a. addressing classmates, adults, strangers?
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b. expressing appreciation?

c. requesting help?

d. making personal introductions?

e. offering and accepting criticism?

f. listening to others during conversation?

g. listening during assemblies, story hours, church services, and

other community programs?

6. Is he demonstrating a greater interest in reading by--

a. selecting a wider variety of books and talking books for free

reading?

b. discussing stories or books during table conversation or on the

playground?

c. seeking access to his own reading material through subscrip-

tions to magazines or using the regional library?

7. Is he demonstrating greater skill in reading through--

a. gaining more independence in recognizing new words?

b. reading more effectively in areas of science, social studies,

and math?

c. reading orally with more fluency and expression?

d. gaining skill in using all parts of a book effectively?

e. growing in ability to locate reference material to satisfy

specific needs?

f

.

participating more effectively in discussion of stories?
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The teacher and the class may prepare a checklist similar

to the following. It may be used by the student for self-evaluation

or in teacher-pupil conferences for evaluation.

1. Do I make use of standards set by the group for various kinds

of language experiences?

2. Do I accept criticism of teacher and classmates and try to

improve?

3. Do I make use of the tape recorder in order to study previous

work, compare with present skill, and plan for improvement?

4. Do I keep a folder of some of my written work in order to

study progress?

5. Am I sharing more experiences with my friends?

6. Am I contributing more in class discussions?

7. Am I making better use of my voice: tone, volume, enunciation?

8. Am I recognizing and using new words in reading, speaking, and

writing?

9. Am I overcoming habits that detract from my speaking?

10. Do others seem to enjoy what I have to say?

11. Am I using more interesting sentences?

12. Do I use words more correctly?

13. Do I spell more accurately in all of my writing?

14. Do I listen more courteously in conversations, group discussions,

assemblies , and other meetings?
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15. Do I have better habits of neatness and orderliness in my work?

16. Am I better able to use books, reference materials, dictionary,

and recorded material to get the information that I desire?
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